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Welcome to Local Lix . . .

To paraphrase Frank Sinatra, "It was a very good year  - and a half" for Local Lix:  73 shows from
May of 2015 through the end of 2016 and many more lined up in the future.

It all started in early 2015 when Pat McLoughlin, lead singer of the Gas Pump Jockeys (GPJ) and
the re-grouped Cyrkle, walked into the WQTT studio in Marysville to have an impromptu chat with
station manager Mike Schnell about pursuing some booking opportunities for the GPJ and other local
Marysville bands.  At one point, Pat offered to help arrange some on-air interviews with local bands for
WQTT’s emerging star DJ, Ian Graham, “The Young Prince of the Moondoggers.”  Pat was startled when
Mike suggested, “Why don’t you just do your own show on WQTT?”  Immediately recognizing the
possibilities of such an offer, Pat seized the moment and immediately began developing the concept
and making plans for a weekly one-hour show that would feature free-form interviews with Central
Ohio musicians – a unique opportunity for artists to tell their story and have it preserved for future
generations.

Pat, knowing of my interest in music, my ColumbusMusicHistory.com website and my IT
background, asked me if I would be interested in helping out as engineer for the show.  Creating and
running a radio show was unchartered territory for both us, but we crashed forward anyway, driven by
a sixth sense that it really could work and, most importantly, this could be a really beneficial thing for
the Central Ohio music community.  As it turned out, it was a perfect match - Pat would do the
organizing and on-air talking and I would handle the recording and editing.

Both of us have always felt that the depth of the talent pool in Central Ohio rivals that of any other
market in America, even if the rest of the country has not figured it out yet.  World-class artists in every
category abound in this area and it is our extremely good fortune to be able to see and hear them
perform almost any night in local venues.  And one of the very unique aspects of the Central Ohio music
scene is the diversity of genres – everything from jazz to blues to rock to country to reggae to hip-hop to
big band to classical to rap.  It’s all here.  The artists we have interviewed have confirmed this.

Our newly-named show, "Local Lix," debuted on  May 5, 2015, with the legendary John Schwab
(McGuffey Lane) graciously agreeing to be our first guest.  We were off and running.  In addition to
broadcasting the recorded shows on both WQTT 1270-AM (Marysville) and WDLR 1550-AM (Delaware),
we set up podcasts for all the shows on the both the WQTT and WDLR websites, for listeners to access
at any time.   Since then, we’ve done 73 shows, all of them fascinating and full of surprises, including
many one-of-a-kind in-studio performances and first-time-ever broadcasts of archival material that
artists brought into the studio.  Many interviews overflowed with so many amazing stories that we
have added ‘Bonus Lix’ segments of additional material and posted them on the both websites.  The
enthusiastic response from the interviewees and listeners has been far beyond anything that we could
have ever imagined.

As we look forward to 2017, there is already a long list of artists scheduled to be on the show and
the number of listeners continues to grow rapidly.  None of this could have happened without the
open-ended and more than generous support of Mike Schnell and his staff.

This book documents all of the artists who were interviewed in 2015 and 2016, in chronological
order, and features a small sampling of some of the fascinating ‘nuggets’ they have shared with us
during the interviews.  We always look forward to feedback, suggestions and ideas you may have.  Give
us a shout anytime.

Doug Tracy
New Albany, Ohio
January 1, 2017

Pat McLoughlin:  Patmcmac.mcloughlin@gmail.com  614-286-2099
Doug Tracy:  dtracy@insight.rr.com  614-361-5308
WQTT 1270-AM:  www.wqttradio.com
WDLR 1550-AM:  www.wdlrradio.com
ColumbusMusicHistory:  www.columbusmusichistory.com
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Pat McLoughlin, creator, host and producer of Local Lix.

Pat has been a performing vocalist, musician, and song-writer in Central Ohio
for over thirty years and has logged more than 1,200 live performances.

He was a founding member of the seminal country-rock band Cimarron, which
performed from 1984 thru 2001, incorporating entertaining humor blended with
Pat's original songs and covers of the contemporary country music of the day.  It
proved a successful formula that led to steady bookings and a recording session in
Nashville that produced Cimarron’s well-regarded “Incognito” CD.  That CD yielded
two top twenty-five songs on the International Country Music Charts, “My Green
Eyes” at #11 and “I Believe, She Believes” at #21.

In 2002, McLoughlin became the founding member of the Gas Pump Jockeys, a
Central Ohio band that continued to incorporate humor within its musical
performance, promising listeners, “More songs per gallon than any band in North
America.”  The Gas Pump Jockeys continue to perform at fairs and festivals
throughout the State of Ohio and in neighboring states, marking Pat’s second
successful band in two efforts.

In 2016, McLoughlin embarked on the task of reuniting the Cyrkle, the band that
had opened for the Beatles at She Stadium during their last tour of The United States.
In the 60’s, the Cyrkle successfully charted six songs on Billboard’s Hot 100 including
“Turn Down Day,” which peaked at #16, and the classic “Red Rubber Ball,” which rose
to #2.  The effort to reunite the Cyrkle proved successful with the addition of two
former Cyrkle members to the Gas Pump Jockeys’ lineup, setting the stage for a
much-anticipated 50th anniversary Cyrkle national tour in 2017.

Doug Tracy, Local Lix engineer and Central Ohio music historian.

Doug grew up on the east side of Columbus in the era when garage bands, WCOL,
BBF, Musicol, Whitey Lunzar’s , and Valley Dale ruled.  The 60's in Central Ohio was the
golden time of street dances, transistor radios, Jerry Rasor’s Dance Party and
Lazaballoo.  Doug is a retired IT professional who has found a way through Local Lix to
combine his passion for music, local history and technology.  He operates the board for
recording Local Lix interviews, mixes the material and sets up each weekly broadcast.

In addition to his work on Local Lix, Doug developed and still operates
ColumbusMusicHistory.com, a website “Dedicated to documenting, preserving and
sharing the musical treasures of Columbus:  Stories about the artists, clubs, labels,
shows and recordings.”  The site contains an extensive image archive of WCOL radio
surveys, Central Ohio record labels, photographs and other artifacts.

Doug has also played in and produced local band projects the Scioto River Band,
the Shacktones and Windrush and was a contributor to “Island Riddims,” a weekly radio
show featuring reggae music broadcast initially on WVKO and later on CD101.

He is a true believer that the Central Ohio area has always been loaded with
top-shelf musical talent in virtually every genre, from garage to jazz to soul to country to
reggae to classical.  The talent pool here is second to none, a fact which is confirmed
time and again with each new Local Lix interview.
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Pat McLoughlin: And that’s the ‘live’ recording (just played) of McGuffey Lane’s “Green Country
Mountains,” from their album “Songs From The First Album.”  My very special guest, and I’m very proud
to have him to kick off our new show, Local Lix, is John Schwab of McGuffey Lane.  John, so glad to have
you here.  It’s an honor for me.  That album that came out was a great album.  Can you tell the story
behind why you brought that album out as a ‘live’ album?
John Schwab:  Well, you know, our record came out in 1980, the first album, and, of course, it was on
vinyl back then.  By the time 2000 came around, everyone wanted CD’s and we didn’t own the
masters.  We had sold the masters to Atlanta Records, which, young budding musicians out there, if
you get a chance to get a record deal, don’t do that.  That’s not the way to go.  Anyway, we did not have
the rights to release that, but everybody was clamoring for it, so we came across some stuff that was
in my basement, ‘live’ recordings of all the songs from the first album.  I said, “Look, we’ve got all the
songs from the first album right here.”  And that’s what we ended up calling it – “All The Songs From The
First Album.”  They were all ‘live’ versions, with the original band, the band before, actually, the band
that was on the first album, with Dick Smith on drums.

Pat McLoughlin:  The first album was a remarkable album!  Can you tell us a little about how that came
about?
John Schwab:  Well, I joined the band in 1977.  Speaking of “Green Country Mountains,” I was out on
the road from 1970 to 1974.  I came back into town in 1974 and I had a little gig with an acoustical duo
I had at the Steak & Ale on Maize Road, over off of Morse Road.  And I was just sitting in the first
apartment I’d ever had, because I went right from college, my freshman year in college, I went right on
the road for four years straight.  I didn’t have a place to live while on the road, so I got a little
apartment here and I hear this song, “Green Country Mountains.”  The three original members were
playing it on WOSU and I heard it and I’m like, “That is a great song,” so I decided I wanted to go hear
them.  I went to see them that summer at Ruby Tuesday’s.  It was just three of them then.  It was
Bobbie Gene McNelley, Steve Reese and Terry Efaw.  Steve Reese and Terry Efaw are still with the
band.  I heard them play and I was very impressed.  I became a fan.  Then a couple of years later I was
playing golf with their manager, Cliff Aldridge, who said, “I have this band, McGuffey Lane, I manage.”  I
said, “Oh, I’m a fan of theirs.  I really like them.”  He said, “We’re gonna open this bar called
Zachariah’s.  I’m kind of interested in having you open up for them.”  I said, “That’s great!”  And that’s
what led me to eventually hooking up with McGuffey Lane.

Pat McLoughlin:  Zachariahs’ was magic!
John Schwab:  It really was.

Pat McLoughlin:  When I was at Ohio State it was called the Castle.  Did you go there?
John Schwab:  When I first started playing there with McGuffey Lane, it was still the Castle.  In the
summer of 1976 it was still the Castle.  It changed to Zachariah’s January 1, 1977, and I joined
McGuffey Lane January 7, 1977.

Pat McLoughlin:  That was an amazing room., probably a fire-trap in retrospect.
John Schwab:  Oh yeah, my dad was the lieutenant at Engine House #7, the fire house right on campus,
so I think we got a little bit of a break.  I think we did.  My dad was a hard-nosed guy.  He was a fireman.
He taught me to play baseball.  He was a big baseball player.  He coached our baseball team.  I played
football and basketball.  When I got into music, he wasn’t a big music fan, so he wasn’t real excited
about my musical goals.  And when I didn’t play football in my freshman year of high school, because I
wanted to be off on Friday nights so the band could play, I think he got kind of mad at me.  I think we
basically went two years without speaking.  Then I went out for baseball in my junior year just to try of
make it up to my dad and I ended up leading the league in batting that year (laughs).  That was Mifflin
high school.  And we actually played against Marysville.  Marysville was a mid-eight and Mifflin was a
mid-eight.  That was my first trip to Marysville.

Pat McLoughlin:  You were already performing as an artist in high school?
John Schwab:  Yeah, I started playing bars, actually, which was weird because my mom and dad were
very strict with me, but my mom knew how into it I was.  I think she talked my dad into letting me do it,
because, she said, “If we don’t let him, he’s gonna go do it anyway.“  They said, “As long as you make it
to school every day, we’ll let you do it.”  So at 16 I was playing six nights a week in bars, 9 to 2, and I
never missed school, because the music was so important to me I wasn’t going to blow it.

5/5/2015  John Schwab
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Pat McLoughlin: Do your parents still live here in Columbus?
Jared Mahone:  Yes, they do.

Pat McLoughlin:  What side of town did you grow up on?
Jared Mahone:  I grew up on the west side of town.  It’s called the Hilltop.

Pat McLoughlin:  Now, were they a musical family?
Jared Mahone:  Oh yeah.  For sure.  My mom and her four siblings sang and cut records for about
35 years.

Pat McLoughlin:  Wow.  What was the name of that?
Jared Mahone:  They were called the Hitches, from Columbus.

Pat McLoughlin:  Can you relate a story about them?
Jared Mahone:  They had a bus and they toured the country.  They did the church music thing.  So
it was more like – I don’t even know a group to reference.  They traveled all the way to Cali and
back, playing small churches and festivals.  Kind of the Christian 70’s and 80’s conservative
America kind of thing.

Pat McLoughlin:  Are they all still with us?
Jared Mahone:  My grandfather passed away about 10 year ago, but the rest of them are still
here.  That was a big band.   Old friends and spouses made up the band.  It was pretty big.  There
were the four siblings, then this extension.

Pat McLoughlin:    Obviously that was your initial exposure to music.
Jared Mahone:  Oh yeah.  For sure.  I kind of grew up in a culture of just thinking that it was normal
to write songs and play instruments.  That’s kind of the family experience.  Although, it was also
kind of like a performance-based environment to grow up in as well, even in our family.  "If you
can’t sing, you don’t deserve to be here (laughs)."  So it was a little bit of high pressure and my
uncles were really competitive, so even at a young age, when I would try to express myself, it was
like, “Yeah, that was Ok.  But what else can you do?”  You know what I mean?  Pushing the bar
higher.

Pat McLoughlin:  You mentioned your mother and her siblings – were they all female?
Jared Mahone:  My grandfather was an American Baptist pastor and he wanted to have like a
southern gospel quartet, four boys.  His first two kids were girls and the second two were boys, so
he ended up having a quartet with male and female vocals.  And that’s what they did.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did they always stay in Christian music or did they try other things?
Jared Mahone:  No, it was always that.  They had a big heart for the church and that was the music
that they began to write.  My grandfather was talented and he loves music, but he wasn’t a
brilliant musician.  It’s amazing to me that he had four kids that were.   Even the third kid, his first
boy,, he was like a piano prodigy at five years old.  So I’m sure it was my grandfather’s dream
realized in my uncle, Brian, at first, and then kind of extended to the whole family that was able to
harmonize and just naturally gifted with their ears and their voices and able to sing together.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you ever work with them?
Jared Mahone:  I grew up knowing that that’s what they did and I grew up singing on stage as a kid.
My parents both worked and they kind of jumped out of the band when I was really, really young.
So I kind of like watched from the sidelines as my cousins went on the road in the bus and were
home-schooled and did all that.  My sister and I didn’t do that part of it, but we lived two miles
away, so we were there at my grandma’s house all the time and kind of involved in the studio, my
uncle’s studio, and all that.

Pat McLoughlin:  You mentioned school, where did you go?
Jared Mahone:  I went to West High School and I still live not ten blocks away from there. , so I live
in the same 20-block radius where I grew up.  I actually live on the property where my
grandmother and grandfather lived.  So it really is like I haven’t gone anywhere, as far as where
my home base is, which has been really cool.

5/8/2015 Jared Mahone
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Pat McLoughlin:  Now, as we were talking before the break, Ray, we were gonna learn a little bit more
about the inspirations that you brought to the table and eventually pass on to your family.
Ray Pauken:  I picked up my dad’s banjo in 1945, when I was 10 years old.  He played banjo back during
vaudeville and also played piano for silent movies.  And he played occasionally with big bands that
carried a banjo.  And that was my inspiration.  My older brother, Dick, filled in the gaps there, too.  He
helped me learn the banjo much better, because he was very accomplished.  When I came to Columbus
on my GI Bill I got married and had three wonderful children, including the one sitting right next to me
here (Molly).  Anyhow, I got her started when she was about 5 or 6 years old on a baritone ukulele.  Boy,
she went around me so fast, you wouldn’t believe it.
Molly Pauken:  I still have that baritone ukelele.  I teach with it.
Ray Pauken:  Do you really?? Oh, wow!  I thought that had gone to kindling wood by now.
Molly Pauken:  I love showing that to my students.
Ray Pauken:  But anyhow, that’s how we got going and her twin brother, Patrick, he’s a good musician as
well.  He’s a professor now at Bowling Green University

Pat McLoughlin:  He’s a successful acapella singer.  He’s in the national finals, is he not?
Ray Pauken:  Well, he’s the faculty advisor to the Bowling Green Acappella Group.  “1040” is the name of
the group.  Molly Pauken:  And they are amazing, winning all sorts of awards.

Ray Pauken:  Pat’s quite a singer.  He sang with the Men’s Glee Club all the way through his undergad
and graduate work and his law degree.

Pat McLoughlin:  How about Michael?
Ray Pauken:  He’s my oldest boy.  He never wanted to perform.  He just wanted to be on the business
side.  He’s now the director of the North Shore Performing Arts Center in Skokie, Illinois.  His roll has
always been (laughs), “I’d like to hire and fire.”  He never wanted to get on the stage.  So, anyhow, all
three of my kids all like the audience, I think.

Pat McLoughlin:  Now, you eventually teach them enough that they can perform with you.  Do you
remember those first days?
Ray Pauken:  With Molly? We played ever since she was five or six.
Molly Pauken:  We played at all the family parties.  I remember playing until 2:30 in the morning.  My
dad was my inspiration.  He’s definitely is the reason I’m doing what I’m doing.

5/12/2015  Molly Pauken and her Father, Ray Pauken
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Pat McLoughlin: That’s a great song (“Spinning Around”).  Do you mind telling us a little about how
that came about?
T. J. George:  Oh, sure.  I tell ya, inspired by spring-time love, those first 90 days when you first fall
in love and you feel like your heart is just out of control.  One of those situations.  I used the
metaphor of riding in a car fast to accentuate that.  I went ahead and wrote it last year and have
spent the last year putting all the right players on the recording.  So it’s been a great, fun process.
It’s been big fun, I would say.

Pat McLoughlin:  Is that going to be a single release off an upcoming album?
T. J. George:  That’s right.  It’s the first single from my new EP, that should be coming out in the
summertime.

Pat McLoughlin:  Where’d you cut that?
T. J. George:  Well, It was cut in L.A., Nashville and Columbus, so I got to use a lot of different
artists for the process.

Pat McLoughlin:  How did you start out in L. A.?  Was that the first step?
T. J. George:  Well, I’ll tell ya.  It’s a really interesting story.  I wrote the song on the piano in my
own living room.  From there I talked to my drummer, who is a Nashville drummer, plays for a
handful of different artists.  He’s just an incredible drummer.  I gave him the song and he put an
incredible drum track to it, as you can tell.  From there we put guitars to it, with a fantastic guitar
player named Doug Collins, in Nashville.  He plays for everyone in Nashville - one of those young
guys that just makes you so mad because he’s so young and talented.  He knew right away what
to do with the song.  Then locally on bass, we have Molly Pauken.  It just doesn’t get any better
than that.  Then on strings we have Jane Van Voorhis, who is just a fantastic cellist, a wonderful
string player.  Then one of my favorite parts, the vocalist, we had one of my dear friends, David
Lasley, who sings for James Taylor.  When he was in town last year, when James was in town, I
had David cut the vocals for that at my place.  And then we went down to Nashville and had those
vocals doubled and tripled, and quadrupled by another incredible singer who is one of Lyle
Lovett’s backup singers, Jason Eskridge.  And he’s just incredible.

Pat McLoughlin:  Wow, I can’t believe this.  And you haven’t made it to L. A. yet.
T. J. George:  Yeah, well, then we did edits in L. A. for vocals.  So it’s been a heck of a year.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you have to go there to manage that process?
T. J. George:  I didn’t have to, but I wanted to.  Just being a part of the process and because I cared
about it so much I wanted to have a hands-on approach.  It’s a learning experience and, as I said,
it’s big fun.  That’s what I signed up to do, so I love doing it.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you choose Nashville on purpose?
T. J. George:  Well, over the years I’ve been able and lucky enough to build a network of folks
there, so I utilize those folks when I can.  So, yeah, it was done purposely.

Pat McLoughlin:  Are you going to target that audience?
T. J. George:  I don’t know.  I don’t know if I’m going to particularly target Nashville, but, you know,
when you get Nashville artists, they can play anything.  There’s nothing they can’t handle.  It’s
incredible.  You just hand them the song and in moments they’re off to the races.

5/12/2015  T. J. George
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Pat McLoughlin: So what did you guys do before (McGuffey Lane)?  Maybe I can start with you, Jerry.
Where were you at in the days prior to McGuffey Lane?
Jerry Cummings:  I was really fortunate.  My father played the piano and he toured in the Air Force Jazz
Band, so I always had a big influence on playing the piano.  And as I grew older, probably between the
ages of 5 and 7, they noticed I could play by ear, so they started me in lessons.  And then my instructor
finally told me, “I guess you’re learning the songs, but you’re not reading the music.  You’re not playing
them in the key that the music’s in.”  So they kind of gave up on me learning how to read.  Going through
my teen years, I would demonstrate Lowrey organs and the famous Lowrey Genie at state fairs and
county fairs.  I went from there and at 18 joined what used to be a well-known entertainer here in
Columbus, the Johnny Pond Band - my very first band.  Then I moved on from there, because I really
wanted to get back into country music.  I joined Holiday Parker, who at that time had a hit called, “It’s
One of Those Days Again,” that made the regional top-10 charts in a 3-state area.  From there I was asked
to join Josey Wales, The Outlaw Josey Wales.  What a talented bunch of guys!  Unfortunately, Gary
passed away from some health issue two years later.  From there I went on and was invited by Steve
Reese and Terry Efaw, the founders of McGuffey Lane, to come in and audition.  From that night forward I
have done every McGuffey Lane show that we’ve had for the last 17 years.

Pat McLoughlin:  Ok, Kevin, what’s your tale, buddy.
Kevin Reed:  It’s not that long.
Jerry Cummings:  (laughs) I was told that he played with the Vanguards, “Meet Me at Midnight Mary.”

Kevin Reed:  Hey, hey ,hey.  See, his does this on stage, too.  It’s my turn, Jerry!
Jerry Cummings:  Hurry up.  We’re down to 10 seconds.
Kevin Reed:  I was playing with the Rider Band, first band, really, that I started making money with,
around 1983, 84, 85.  Then I got married and disappeared for 13 years.  One night I was playing at
Gatsby’s with A. J. Angelo, my good buddy, and John (Schwab) came in with his party band and said,
“Can you stick around?”  I said, “Sure.”  We played a few more songs and John said, “Do you know any
McGuffey Lane songs?”  I said, “Yeah.  Heck, I know ‘em all.”  He asked me to sit in with him for a little
bit that night and he’s been calling me ever since.

Pat McLoughlin:  That was an incredible moment!  I mean, when you think about it, that was one of your
favorite bands.
Kevin Reed:  Oh, that was my favorite band!  I knew all the songs.  The Zachariah days, back in the
time, man.  Sit there, stand in line out by the pizza guy and wait to get in and just go crazy.

Pat McLoughlin:  What was lit like when you had that opportunity to join the band?
Kevin Reed:  I knew the history of the band.  I knew Tebes.  I knew everything.  I had some big shoes to
fill.
Jerry Cummings:  It took two guys to fill those shoes.
Kevin Reed:  Yeah, Jerry and I.

5/19/2015  Kevin Reed and Jerry Cummings
[McGuffey Lane]
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Pat McLoughlin: Hey guys, you got a chance to at least begin to work your way up the pyramid.  Can you
share a little about some of the early opportunities you’ve been getting?
Wayne Rowe:  Absolutely!  We’ve been blessed to share the stage with some really big names.  As Bill
(Hutchman) would mention if he were here, Phil Dirt and the Dozers was one of the inspirations behind
this band in taking it to the the next generation.  So we shared the stage with them at the Bucyrus
Bratwurst Festival on the main stage.  We opened for them and it was really a treat to watch them to do
their show.  We went from 80’s music into their generation – kind of went backwards in time.  We
performed with a band big in the rock world – Bobaflex.  They probably play them on one of the stations
out of Columbus.  And Eliot Lewis, who was famous for two things.  One, he was part of the Average White
Band.  He was the front man for Average White Band for many, many years.  Also, he plays with Hall and
Oates on the road and he’s part of the TV show “Daryl’s House.”

Pat McLoughlin:  Great show!
Wayne Rowe:  Oh, great show!  They just sit and jam, so you can tune in and you can see Eliot Lewis all
the time.  And such a consummate performer and professional.  He was very kind to us.  We opened for, I

think this was pre-Andy (Lautzenheiser) and Judi (Dunkley), the Menus and that was really, really
exciting, because their front person taught me so much.  I don’t know if I can take it to the level that
he takes it, but he’s one of those people who is kind and gregarious.  He comes off stage and he’s a
real human being and he will talk to you and give you advice.  The whole band gave us advice.  That
was early on in our time as a band.  Just wonderful!  Went to a couple shows afterwards and he said,
“Hey, my friends from Cherry Blonde are here.  Thanks for coming out, guys.”  That means a lot when
musicians recognize other musicians.

5/20/2015  Cherry Blonde
[Wayne Rowe, Judi Dunkley, Andy Lautzenheiser]
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Pat McLoughlin: Tony, that song (“Still The One”) comes off of a great album that you cut down
south.
Tony Alfano:  It does, actually.  We had an incredible opportunity to record at Sun Studio, in
Memphis.  We played a gig in Hiawassee, Georgia, and the gentleman who was running the
theater there owns, to this day, the studio (Sun).  And he said, “I have to get you guys down to Sun
Studio and record.”  Well, of course, we’re all open eyes and listened to what he had to say.  He
says, “I’ll get you down there someday.”  Certainly, we didn’t hold our breath.  However, we did
get a phone call and, true enough, we ended up down at Sun Studio in the exact room where Elvis
and Roy Orbison and Johnny Cash and all those guys recorded.  There was only one room you
could do that in.  So we set up in there and began to record six or seven songs.  This is the album,
called “Sun Sets,” that we recorded those songs for and “Still the One” made it to that album.  So
it’s pretty historical for all of us.  It was a great experience.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you feel the ambience?
Tony Alfano:  Well, we felt it so much that, when we recorded the first two songs, they
mysteriously absolutely disappeared and got wiped off the hard drive.  And no one knows how or
why that ever happened.  Nobody could ever figure it out.  They just vanished.  So we looked at all
the pictures on the wall and said, “Hey guys, you know, we don’t know what’s going on, but will
you let us record here?”  So we went back at it and it worked.  But, yeah, there is an incredible
aura, standing there.  They even have an ‘X’ on the floor where Elvis and the microphone sat, right
on that floor.  The linoleum’s the same linoleum.  It’s a pretty special place.

Pat McLoughlin:  That would be a career highlight for me.  I could stop right there.
Tony Alfano:  It was for us.

Pat McLoughlin:  Hey, Tony, tell us a little bit about the pre-Phil Dirt and the Dozers day.
Tony Alfano:  Well, I always loved music.  In the 60’s when I was growing up, bands of course
started to erupt, if you will.  So I got a guitar from my uncle and tried to teach myself.  There was
another guy in the neighborhood who had a brother who played.    He was always more advanced
than I was and he would teach me little things.  I stuck with it, then started a first band.  Yeah, I
did grow up in Manhattan.  We put a couple of bands together and slowly but surely that
blossomed.  I moved to Queens and started to put better bands together.  And then I joined the
service and I was very fortunate to be able to get into the Army band, the Fort Polk 5th Division
band, in Louisiana.  I cross-trained out of avionics mechanics and became a guitar player/singer.
Traveled for two years, mostly in the southern, mid-southern states, recruiting.  We had a jazz
band and a rock band and a marching band.

Pat McLoughlin:  Playing to the military?
Tony Alfano:  Mostly, some of that, but a lot of civilians as well, sort of good will ambassadors
trying to get guys to join he service in the music program.  That was two years of a lot of fun.  It was
a great experience.

Pat McLoughlin:  When you got out, where did you head back to?
Tony Alfano:  My family had moved to Youngstown, Ohio, and I followed them then at that point
and that’s where I put together a couple of oldies groups.  That’s where it kind of got serious for
me, cause I really wanted to put a vocally-oriented band together.  I ended up doing that and had
gone to college to get a degree in accounting, so I was accounting by day and weekend warrior
guitar player-singer at night, as many of us know and have experienced.  It got to the point where
a couple of firms I worked for were experiencing hard times and so they were either closing or
laying people off.  I just came to the realization one day that, “Boy, if I could switch my music with
the accounting and do music full-time, boy, I’d be happy.”  And that’s where the miracle comes.
That’s the miracle part of the story with the Dozers.

5/20/2015  Tony Alfano
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Pat McLoughlin: I didn’t realize how much success you had outside the state of Ohio, so I’d like to get that
story out in the first part of this interview.
Tom Beougher:  Our first gig was in Columbus, Ohio, at the TAT Pizza on Livingston avenue.  I was 14.  It
would have been in 1962.  They paid us well – we got a pizza.
Dave Hessler:  Pat, he (Tom) used to play with Gene Fullen.
Tom Smith:  WTVN (Am I allowed to say that?).  Gene Fullen, back then around 1962, 1963 and 1964, he
would have record hops that we would go to.  Gene Fullen and Dave Logan and some people recognize
Paisan (Dick DePalma) and Charley.  We would play these records with them and back then, this was
1963-64, it was pre-Beatles.  And right at the beginning of the Beatles era, whatever you did was OK,
which meant we were an all-instrumental band, like the Ramrods, with Mike Shortland (with the Dantes
for a while and later Strongbow).  We would play these gigs and make a whopping twenty-five dollars –
five dollars apiece!  Played all over the place.  But the big on-the-road thing was with Dave Logan.  His
hometown was Wellston.  He took us to Wellston and it was an overnight gig, so when you’re 14 or 15, I
mean, we’re “hittin’ the road.”  That was a lot of fun.
Dave Hessler:  To piggyback on Tom . . .  When I was 15, before I could drive, I got in the band with Tom.  I
had played with my family band and we played at our high school, Pleasant view high school, after the
sock hops. That’s where we played two or three jobs.  The week after we played, it was a full house.  We
had an organ, guitar, drums and vocals - no bass player.  Then we got a bass player for the next week.

And then Tom’s band came in as the Invaders and it works out that they needed a bass player,
because their bass player went to the Army.  I was 15, so I was playing, going on the road to these frat
parties in late-1965.  I was just a green wet-behind-the-ears 15-year-old.  You should see these
pictures!  I looked like a little kid.  We’re at these frat parties, where you can imagine toga parties,
motorcycles coming in and my eyes are super big.  And I’m just riding in the back seat with this guy
(Tom), who could drive. So I’ve known Tom and we’ve been playing to this day.

Pat McLoughlin:  You’re point was a very good one.  Before the Beatles, really, a lot of the band played
instrumentals much of the night.
Tom Smith:  Yeah.  One of my favorite places was Airhaven at Lockbourne Air Force Base, now
Rickenbacker.  A beautiful production stage and people enjoyed instrumental bands.  They would
come up and stand and watch an instrumental band.  Plus, they would be dancing and such.

5/26/2015 Danger Brothers
[Tom Smith, Dave Hessler, Tom Beougher]
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Pat McLoughlin: For those of you who may not know, back in the late 1970’s in Columbus, there were two
bands . . .  go ahead and describe them.
Mimi Rousseau:  There was Spittin’ Image and there was McGuffey Lane.  And, as I was telling you, I’ve always
thought Spitting’ Image and McGuffey Lane were sort of like the Beatles and the Rolling Stones.  You know,
you loved both of them, but you had your favorites.

Pat McLoughlin:  Spittin’ Image was equally as big in its day as McGuffey Lane was, as they both took off on what
amounted to national opportunities for both bands.  After that Hometown Album (QFM-96), which both bands
were on, McGuffey Lane fired off a stay at Zachariah’s Red Eye Saloon and they spent a number of weeks there.
Then they literally took off on the road.  And the next band that came in and replaced them was Spittin’ image.
And they (Spittin’ Image) began to establish their own successful career, which ultimately leads to one of the
finest local albums that has ever been put out here in Central Ohio.
Mimi Rousseau:  I so much appreciate that.

Pat McLoughlin:  The album’s called “The Boy’s A Dancer,” and we played the first song off that album to begin
the show.  But every single song on this album is outstanding and, to your bandmates’ credit, it’s held up for
thirty-five years.  It is really solid.  So, what was the whole experience of you getting into Spittin’ Image and how
did this album eventually come together?
Mimi Rousseau:  First of all, Spittin’ Image had gotten together and they were looking for a female singer.  My
sister, Kathy, used to sit in with Timberwolf and Mark Haynes, so they had asked her if she wanted to be in
the band.  She said, “Oh no, I don’t want to be in the band - but my sister sings.”  I was playing at the
Sheratons, that whole area, and they came to see me and invited me to do an audition with them,.  I came
over and, oh my gosh, they were just so kind and so nice to me.  As soon as I walked in, it wasn’t anything like,
“Ok, here’s a female singer.  What kind of problems is she going to bring us?”  I was telling you, I had another
band that had asked me at the same time would I audition and I went to that audition and none of the guys
talked with me until after I sang..  When that happened, I went, “Well, if they’re not going to be nice to me in
the first place, I don’t want to be with them.”  So it was hands down Spittin’ Image.  It was the best decision
and it was such a wonderful experience.

Apt McLoughlin:  I kind of know the Sheratons you’re talking about.  I don’t see you as the rock and roll singer I
remember you as.
Mimi Rousseau:  I wasn’t the rock and roll singer.  I would wear cowboy boots and an evening gown.  It was
just strange.  And I had really short hair and I would sing.  I’d sing Connie Francis.  I’d get to sing some of my
favorites.  It was just that era and I just sang the songs, never knowing that right around the corner I was
gonna get to see who I was.  I don’t even think I knew who I was.  Once I started singing rock, forget it.

Pat McLoughlin:  And they did allow you to do something which was somewhat unique, at least in my opinion.
There were Janis Joplin’s doing unique things on stage and being very dramatic in their song presentations.  But
they opened a door for something that not too many people in Central Ohio were doing, at least in those days.
Mimi Rousseau:  You’re too much!  They let me do what I wanted to do.  That’s how I really became Mimi
Rousseau.  It’s just learning these songs and then you get on stage.  I am so passionate about the songs that I
sing and so many of them mean so much to me.  And looking at the audience, I mean we had such great
audiences.  They loved us and we loved them.  It was so mutual.  Such a love fest!  But it was one of the best
experiences I have ever had and I love everybody that has played in Spittin’ Image.  I’m just very grateful that
I had that opportunity.  I sometimes try to figure out, I think, “How did I get that opportunity?”  I mean, it just
came to me.  So I guess that’s what I’m supposed to be is a rock and roll singer.  If it wasn’t for Chip Vivian, I
wouldn’t be in the band because he’s the one who came out to see me.  He had asked my sister and she said,
“Go see her (Mimi) here.”  He came and saw me and talked to me.  Because of Chip Vivian, I am in Spittin’
Image, because they wouldn’t have known me.  I had just started singing maybe a couple of months earlier.  I
didn’t know what I was doing.  But, it was Chip Vivian and it was Denny Petroff, who played guitar and
keyboards, Edd Key, the other writer.  Edd and myself were the writers. And then Blair Forward was the bass
player.

5/28/2015  Mimi Rousseau
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Pat McLoughlin: Hey, you remember “The Jailhouse Rock?”
Mark Frye:  “Jailhouse Rock” was a great event, man, back in those days!  We went to the local
radio station, the big FM station, WNCI at the time, and said, “You know, they just closed the Ohio
Penitentiary, the old scary Ohio Penitentiary.  What if we went in there, did a concert inside the
yard and we let people come in?  The public comes in, I mean, they’re gonna pay to come in just to
see the Pen.”  We had five bands.  It was 2 PM to 10 PM.  We had T-shirts printed that said, “I did 2
to 10 at the Ohio Pen.”  As a matter of fact, McGuffey Lane was on that bill.  And it was an amazing
event.  We actually hired skywriters to go with an airplane and write “Phil Dirt & The Dozers” in
the sky over the downtown for two days straight.  Steve Cabot climbed up the water tower inside
the Pen and painted “Phil Dirt & The Dozers - Jailhouse Rock.” What was weird in those days was,
we went to the State of Ohio with this idea - and there was no one there (the Pen), the place was
closed, full of weeds – and said, “We want to do this.  We want to benefit halfway houses for
people coming out of prison.”  That made them look good.  They basically gave us the keys to the
place.  We had one guard.  We said we would do all the work ourselves, so for a couple of months
we put on our work clothes every day.  We rented bobcats and bulldozers and we would show up
over there and work all day long.  We moved fences, cleared land, built the whole thing ourselves.
Five guys in the band.  It was crazy.  We spent our whole time doing it.  It was an amazing event.
Over ten thousand people showed up.

Pat McLoughlin:  There’s a lesson right there for you young aspiring members of bands.  It’s not just
the music.  There are so many other things you have to do before you hit the stage.  What a story you
just to shared!
Mark Frye:  Well, yeah.  I always believed in my career from the very, very young years.  I married
Sandy, my wife for 38 years, as a young musician in college.  I was 20 years old.  She was 18.  At
that point I loved music so much I wasn’t going to quit making music, so I said to myself, “I’m
gonna figure out how to do this and be a professional.”  And I always believed that, just because
you’re a musician, doesn’t mean you have to be self-destructive, drunk, negative.  Why not work
at it?.  Treat it like a business.  And that’s what the Dozers did well.  We created a business.
Treated it like a business. Created a framework.  We all were grown-up adults by that time.  We
had a full-time road crew, tour bus, studio, the whole nine yards.  So it was a business.  It’s always
been a business.  We always have fun doing it.  And it’s been like a family.  My brother (Ricky) was
the drummer obviously, and we were all a band of brothers and I think you hear that when you
hear a band that is actually a band.  There are groups of musicians who play together – they
sound like a group of musicians.  Even great musicians.  But when you hear a band you hear that
sound.   McGuffey Lane has that.  The Eagles.  When you hear the Eagles, it’s a band.  Certainly
they’re all great players, but it’s not all about being a great player.  It’s about where your head is
and being a team.

Pat McLoughlin:  Agreed.  And you guys have been able to hang together through good and bad
times.  Thirty-four years is unbelievable.
Mark Frye:  Thirty-four years is a long time and we’ve been through lives and marriages and
divorces and deaths.  We lost three members.  We lost Howard.  We lost my brother Ricky.  And
we lost Craig Goodwin recently.  But we just keep cranking.  We know that the people love the old
music.  Our demographic, obviously, is slightly older, but it is kind of surprising how many young
people, like at these fairs, grew up listening to Phil Dirt and the Dozers.

Pat McLoughlin:  But to your credit, you’ve brought your product forward to bring new fan bases in.
You haven’t stayed, for example, as a 50’s or 60’s band.
Mark Frye:  I wouldn’t call us an ‘oldies’ band.  We obviously sell nostalgia and we take people
back, but that’s different for everybody.  Like people who were in high school when I was in high
school, they want to hear Doobie Brothers and stuff like that.  I mean, we’re a cover band, but we
put on a show and we do it light-heartedly.  And the nice thing that I always thought was magic
about the Dozers was that we do this completely crazy, stupid, crazy comedy thing, but we could
turn around and back it up with this gorgeous acappella five-part harmony, intense, and do it
well.  So it’s kinda like a magic combination.
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Pat McLoughlin: So here’s a good example why you, listening in the audience today, need to go out
and see this act, because you are not going to be hearing the songs like on the record.  And I think
that’s really cool.
John Colarossi:   Another good example of that we’ve been doing recently is "Gloria", the Van
Morrison (Them and Shadows of Knight).  I’ve always, the core of the way we do it is probably the
Shadows of Knight or Little Eddie and the Hot Rods, but I always played the Them, Van Morrison’s
version, on guitar.  The first one I’ve ever heard.

Pat McGloughlin:  I’m hearing you say that you’re staying true to the original Van Morrison
recording with Them.  And are you guys doing the Shadows of Knight or somebody else’s influence?
John Colarossi:  Eddie and The Hot rods put it on one of their records.   We’ve talked about this on
other things that we do.  It’s like a cooking analogy.  We spice things to make them taste good.  So
I’m more the punk guy, the heavy blues guy and he’s along those lines, but more into the classic
versions of them.  We mix them all together and he roughs his up some, cause I’m always saying,
“We need to rough this up some more.”  And it just works out the way it works out.

Pat McLoughlin:  Do you guys push back on these things?  I’ve been in a number of bands in my day
when someone says, “I’m not sure I like that style.”  It doesn’t sound that way with you guys.
Jimmy Razor:  John is the most valuable player.  He’s been one of the most valuable sounding
boards.  There have been few times I’ve taken on a song that was a little outside of my vocal
range and said, “We should do that.”   John’s like, “You know, we’re playing this a little too
lightweight.  Dirty up your guitar a little bit.”
John Colarrossi:  We’re all really good about taking constructive criticism.  Plus even in practice,
and we do practice a lot, which is really good, we just say, “Hey, we’ll take it on ourselves.  We
really mucked that up.  Let’s do it again,” or, “That didn’t sound right.  Let’s try something else.”
Like, we actually go from a reggae-version of “Poor Little Fool” to a Clash-reggae version of “Poor
Little Fool” on the first record.

Pat McLoughlin:  Rick Nelson?  So you went from Rick Nelson to reggae to Clash and came up with a
version?
John Colarossi:  The Clash don’t do reggae the way I would.  I love reggae period.  But they do
reggae, especially off their first record, so we kind of patterned that off of that.
Jimmy Razor:  There might be some “Police and Thieves” there the way we do it.  And we’ve done a
few things that are like mash-ups of sorts.  One , we’re doing Eddie Cochran’s “Summertime Blues”
and John, once again ‘Mr. Most Valuable Player,’ came up with an idea to do this little two-chord
bridge that’s based on the Who’s cover of it.  And, of course, Ian is aware of it – something we’ve
done on his show twice – we do a bizarre mash-up of two songs that are 24-bar blues, but fit
perfectly:  Cliff Richard’s “Move It” and Led Zeppelin’s “Rock and Roll.”

Pat McLoughlin:  No kidding.  You are a bit of an encyclopedia there, buddy.
John Colarossi:   I actually thought I was pretty well-versed musically, but these guys – we’re
nerds about music.  I just know what sounds good together.

6/10/2015  Jimmy Razor and the Exceptions
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Pat McLoughlin:  Randy Snyder, our guest today, has already told some remarkable events he’s
participated in representing Central Ohio.  One of the things, Randy, that we just learned off-line, is
that the old joke about “How do you get to Carnegie Hall?” actually isn’t a joke with you.  You did
perform at Carnegie Hall.
Randy Snyder:  I have done that, yes. Very lucky.

Pat McLoughin:  How does Randy Snyder end up at Carnegie Hall?
Randy Snyder:  Well, the singing in police uniform got me there.  I was invited during the point
where I was helping with the September 11 events that followed the tragedy.  We would have a
yearly event here, with fund-raisers and all that.  And the one year, it went to Carnegie Hall.  And I
got the opportunity to sing in Carnegie Hall.  I have to tell you the truth, as far as venues are
concerned, it was the most comfortable.  I could hear the best on stage.  It was a perfect place to
perform.

Pat McLoughlin:  You’re the only person I’ve met that can say they’ve played Carnegie Hall.
Amazing!  You did one song or did you do a collection?  Do you recall?
Randy Snyder:  I did a couple of songs, yes.

Pat McLoughlin:   Randy, a lot of people in our business know that you also do public performances
as an entertainer in Central Ohio.  Deservedly, your police work and your performances in your
uniform have been most noteworthy.  Can we talk a little bit about your song-writing and some of
your public aspects from a non-uniform side?
Randy Snyder:  Sure.  Absolutely.  I started out of high school singing in the Ground Round
restaurants on the weekends, you know, just  singing.  More of it was country music than not and I
ended up getting more involved in the police singing at that point and then I got an opportunity.  I
wrote a Christmas song called, “Merry Christmas To You Darling,” and I had an opportunity to get
some airplay on it and be invited to sing it for a yearly old-fashioned Christmas broadcast and it
went on for years and years.  It was the second most-requested Christmas song during the
Christmas season every year for a number of years.

Pat McLoughlin:  It is a beautiful Christmas song and I had the privilege to do backup vocals for you
last year.  So you went from Ground Rounds, all-you-can-eat for your pay, but you end up doing
other public venues and eventually you get a shot at Nashville as a songwriter, more than an
entertainer.  Or was it both?
Randy Snyder:  I did a two-hour country show in the Opryland Hotel Grand Ballroom with a lot of
Nashville pickers.  They call them pickers, if people aren’t familiar - if you play an instrument it
doesn’t matter whether it’s a piano or not, you’re still called a picker.  So the Nashville pickers,
we lined them all up and put on this two-hour show.  I had great band members, like Alabama’s
keyboard player, John Maddox.  And Wanda Vick, from the TNN music show, she was the fiddle
player for me.  I just had a fabulous band all the way across the board.  Chaz Mechenbier, who
used to play for Ronnie Milsap, he was the lead guitar player.  He happens to be a local guy here
in Columbus.  It was an all-star band.

It was really cute, because we were getting ready for that 2-hour show I was doing and I
looked over and Wanda Vick had this real sweet little country voice and I said, “How do you know
all these signature licks from all these song?”  And she says, “Well, these are all number one hits
you’re doing here, so most of these stars have come on the show and I’ve had to learn how to do
their licks when I play for them.  And the other half of them, I’m the original artist on the album, so
I know my own licks.”   So I was just floored with the talent I was surrounded with.  The show went
off without a hitch and it was a blast.  Half of it, at least, wasn’t even rehearsed.
           And I did some other events. I was on the stage one time and had an eight-foot ring of fire
four-feet tall around me when I was singing, “Standing Outside The Fire,” with Garth Brooks
standing there and indoor fireworks.  Just some amazing things.  I’ve had just an amazing time,
some of the things in Nashville.  I was on the “Be A Star” show back in the day.  And then I did
some recording there, some original songs and demos.

6/10/2015  Randy Snyder
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Pat McLoughlin:  You got into high school bands like I suspect a lot of people did, but you had a lot of
success around the time you graduated with a group called Mark V.  And Mark V actually did pretty darn
well as it turns out with a hit record in that area (Dayton).
Mike Losekamp:   Yeah, we had a hit record, “Hey Conductor.”  Another thing about that group, the
drummer in that group also went on to be kind of famous.  He played drums for Mountain.  He also played
drums for Ian & Sylvia, who had a group called Great Speckled Bird.

Pat McGloughlin:  He was in the Great Speckled Bird?!  So he was in goes from that kind of country-folk rock
to Mountain, as well?
Mike Losekamp:  He was with Mountain first, then he went with Ian & Sylvia’s group and right about that
time he started working with Todd Rundgren.  He worked with Todd Rundgren throughout the 70’s, but I
don’t remember exactly which songs he did with Todd.  So he came out of Mark V also.  His name was M.
D. Smart.  He was really responsible for me becoming a member of the Cyrkle.

Pat McLoughlin:  How’d that come about?
Mike Losekamp:  Well, he left Mark V in early 1966 and joined a group called the Remains out of Boston.
The Remains were a group out of Boston and they happened to be asked to tour with the Beatles.  Of
course, the Cyrkle was on the Beatles tour at that time.  Unfortunately, I missed out on that one.  That
was prior to their keyboard player leaving.  Right after that tour ended, the keyboard player left to finish
his medical career in and ended up being a surgeon down in Florida.  As far as M. D. Smart, he was on the
tour with them.  Talking with them (the Cyrkle), he knew that they were looking for a keyboard player, so
he recommended me.  That’s how I ended up with the Cyrkle.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you (the Cyrkle) are managed in those days by Brian Epstein.  Brian Epstein was the
manager of the Beatles.  He decided he wanted to expand his business and come over to the United States,
so he connects with a New York lawyer who is a promoter, Nate Weiss.  Together they begin to find
American acts and the first one, and it turns out the only one, is the Cyrkle.  Named by John Lennon.  Is that
story actually true?

Mike Losekamp:  That’s a true story.  That was a suggestion to Brian by John Lennon.

Pat McLoughlin:  And its spelled, by the way, thanks to Lennon‘s influence, with a ‘Y’:  C-y-r-k-l-e.  We’re
actually talking with someone who had regular at least quarterly meetings with Brian Epstein.  What was
it like?
Mike Losekamp:  Well, he was a very intense individual, a musical genius.  People were calling it that,
but it really was.  He just had a knack for picking songs that he knew were going to be hits.  I don’t
know how he did that.  Of course, his family owned a chain of record stores in England and that’s how
he became interested in rock and roll to begin with.   He was very informative and we would have
meetings, usually over a meal, and we would talk about the tours we were doing, the material we
were going to do, what he wanted us to try and reach for.  That type of thing.  He had a lot of good
input.  It was a real shock when we found out that he had passed away.

Pat McLoughlin:  In your opinion, that somewhat ends that period of the Cyrkle?  I don’t think Nate had
the skill sets that Brian Epstein brought to the table?
Mike Losekamp:  No, he really didn’t.  But I don’t know if that was the problem, but the group hadn’t
had a huge hit record for about a year and the group was kind of in a bottoming out position anyway,
so I guess that’s probably what happened.  I was ready to stay on, but the other guys were interested
in doing other things.

Pat McLoughlin:  Brain Epstein is important in musical history and you’re part of that.  You kind of
modestly said about your minor hits, but you did have a couple of big hits that made the top 100 off your
next album, Neon.  Can you tell us a quick story about “The Visit.”?
Mike Losekamp:  This is a song that I sang lead on on the Neon album.  My daughter surprised me at
her wedding in 2011 with the father-daughter dance.  I had no idea she had chosen this song, but
when it started playing it really surprised me.  The song is “The Visit.”  It also had a subtitle, “She Was
Here.”  It was a great wedding dance.
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Pat McLoughlin:  And that, my friends, is “Panama Red,” recorded ‘live’ at Zachariah’s Red Eye Saloon in
1979 by my guests today from McGuffey Lane, and I’m thrilled to have them in the studio, Steve Reese,
sitting right here with me and, on the phone from the Logan, Ohio, area, Terry Efaw.  Both are members of
the wonderful band, one of my favorite bands of all time, McGuffey Lane.  Gentlemen, thank you very much
for coming on to Local Lix.  Guys, it’s such an experience you had at Zachariah’s.  Maybe I can start with you,
Steve, and you can give us some kind of a memory.  Then we’ll flip the ball to you Terry.
Steve Reese:   You just played “Panama Red.”  That was one of our songs we did forever at Zach’s.
However, remember, the guys that did that were at Zach’s also, the Riders of The Purple Sage.  That was
a great time!

Pat McLoughlin:  Terry, what do you remember about those early days at Zach’s?
Terry Efaw:  Well, that particular moment there – the Riders being there - one of my early steel guitar
influences was Sneaky Pete.  And Sneaky Pete (Kleinow) was the one who played that steel part.  Yeah,
he was there, ‘live’ and in person.  Definitely a defining moment there.  I had a number of pretty
important influences, but he was definitely one of them for sure.

Pat McLoughlin:  Do you remember the energy in the room?
Terry Efaw:  Oh yeah.  That’s probably what I remember most about it.
Steve Reese:  Oh, man.  We used to go there hours before we played and hung out on all three floors of
Zach’s and went around and talked to everybody.  That’s all we wanted to do – just be in it, too.

Pat McLoughlin:  And people would actually line up to go to Zach’s at mid-day just to be able to get a
seat in that crazy place.  Man, was it something special!  Do you remember the lines?
Steve  Reese:  Oh, man.   It went down High street, turned right and went up twelfth.  And the people
would come and bring their coolers and hang out in the middle of afternoon and eat their lunch or
their dinner.  They were not about to get knocked out that joint.
Terry Efaw:  Boom boxes and a deck of cards.

Pat McLoughlin:  And at that time a local band pulling that type of audience is unheard of.  Unheard of.
We want to go back a little bit with you guys and talk about your earliest days.  You guys are the founding
members  of McGuffey Lane.  Do you guys remember the first time you guys shook hands?
Steve  Reese:  Well, Terry, wasn’t it at the Athens gymnasium at an indoor soccer game, because it
was raining that day?  Here’s the deal!.  We were driving around, Jane and Tony Rings and my sister
and, out cruising, and we went past your grandparents’ farm and you were sitting on the porch swing,
playing an orange Gretsch.  And my mom said, “Look, Steve, there’s a guitar player!”  I looked over
and said, “I know that guy.  I’ve seen him in school.”  And the next day, it was a rainy day and they
were doing that indoor soccer.  Remember those days?  You were sitting on top of these bleachers.  I
climbed up there and said, “Hey, dude.  Do you play guitar?”  And you went, “Yep.”  And I went, “So do
I.”  And that’s all, buddy.  I don’t forget that day.

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s an important piece of music history, there.

6/29/2015  Steve Reese & Terry Efaw
[McGuffey Lane]
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Pat McLoughlin:  The Eddie Raven Band was really one of the top acts of the day – and you go to
Nashville and join them right away.
Chaz Mechenbier:  Sure enough.  What a great time, a fun experience.  Eddie is one of those guys,
like Earl Thomas Conley, but name one song.  We would talk about the hits that he had had.  “I
Could Use Another You” is a great song,.  “She’s Gonna Win Your heart.”  Eddie’s stature and
achievements in the business . . . man, it’s hard to achieve that level.  Where he was was popular
enough to open up for some of the main acts.  So it was really an added bonus for me that we got
to open up and share the stage with people like George Strait.  Did a lot of shows with the Judds,
Hank Williams, Jr.,  Alabama.  It was just an incredible time and we were in a great position to go
out and warm up the audiences and then have a seat on the stage to watch the legends of
country music.

Pat McLoughlin:  You mentioned Alabama.  I’m of the opinion that they were the Beatles of country
music.  You actually got to spend time with Alabama.  As I understand it, you got to do the June Jam,
which is a big charity event they put on.
Chaz Mechenbier:  One of the first shows that I played with Eddie Raven, was with Alabama, along
with the Bellamy Brothers.  That’s where I met the Judds, at the June Jam, which at the time the
annual attendance was about 65,000 people.

Pat McLoughlin:  Incredible!  And they put that on every year for at least a decade or more for a big
charity cause, bringing in the biggest acts of country music.
Chaz Mechenbier:  I was as nervous as I’ve ever been because it was being filmed by Dick Clark
Productions.  I had a camera shoved up against my hands and they started shaking like, as Jerry
Reed said, “You could thread a sewing machine while it’s running.”

Pat McLoughlin:  I don’t know what it would be like to play in front of 65,000 people.
Chaz Mechenbier:  You just pick one.  Play to that person.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you were with Eddie Raven for how many years?
Chaz Mechenbier:  About a year and a half.

Pat McLoughlin:  Then a new opportunity presents itself – boy, wait till you hear this, everybody –
Ronnie Milsap.
Chaz Mechenbier:  Right.  Once I got my credentials as a road player - a dependable guy who could
learn songs, show up on time, not have to take a lot of bathroom breaks during the show - a call
came to try out for his band.  It was a temporary position, but lucky for me – and this was a time
when Ronnie was having sort of a resurgence. He had had some early country hits with “Pure
Love”, but “Stranger in My House” the great Mike Reid song had come along – so I played some
shows with Ronnie and as luck would have it, the tour brought us through a place in Cincinnati,
Bogart’s.  So I got to invite my family down and play with Ronnie Milsap.  And what a treasure that
guy is.   A very very smart guy who has talents that are hard to imagine.

Pat McLoughlin:  That would be enough for me to retire, but you actually, after you fulfill your
responsibilities with the band you’re playing in, you get picked up by Jerry Reed?
Chaz Mechenbier:  Sure enough.  The way that happened was, in addition to being known as a
road player, there were a lot of casual gigs around Nashville, which is our term for playing the
clubs, where tourists go out - out on Donaldson Pike, Trinity Lane - plenty of clubs.  And you had to
go out and play, sometimes for very little money, because it’s supply and demand.  I forgot how
many guitar pickers the Lovin’ Spoonful said there are in Nashville (13,621).  So I was playing in a
club that was actually owned by Bill Monroe, run by his son James and one of the keyboard
players that came through that band was playing with Jerry Reed.  Jerry Reed was getting ready to
head over to Japan for a six-week tour with the Air Force and taking that tour for the road
musicians meant unplugging  from the local scene to go out of town for a month and a half.  A lot of
guys were reluctant to do that.  I wasn’t playing for an artist, so I snapped up the chance and that
six-week tour turned into about a year and a half playing with Jerry Reed.  We played Branson,
Missouri, but it all started with that trip that took us to Korea, Hawaii, Guam, Japan.  Not only did
I get to play with him on the stage but I got to hang out with one of funniest guys ever.  I carried
around a notebook just to write down the things he would say in conversations.  One of the most
under-rated guitar players and a good writer, too.

6/30/2015  Chaz Mechenbier
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Pat McLoughlin:  Eric, that’s a great song, “Swinger of Mine.”  It sounds a lot like your Nashville work?  Is
that where you recorded this?
Eric Gnezda:  Yeah, it was recorded in Nashville.  The story behind that song is that a friend of mine, who
has a car radio show, called me and said, “Eric, I’d love to have you on the show.  Do you have any songs
about cars?”  Well, the truth of the matter is I didn’t, but I wanted to be on the show, so I said, “Give me
some time to look through my catalog.”  Meanwhile, he and I started talking about our first cars and
when I got off the phone with him I went out to my car to unload some of my gear and the first line of that
song came to me.  So I wrote it, was on the air a week later with it and then I recorded it in Nashville.
Then the coolest thing is that it ended up on NPR’s “Car Talk.”

Pat McLoughlin:  Is that right?  Is it a regular song on “Car Talk?”
Eric Gnezda:  It’s not regular, but they do use it.  Our first cars as men are our first loves.

Pat McLoughlin:  Well, I used to take mine on weekly pushes (laughs).  I know what you’re speaking to.
Speaking of our first cars and going back further, I’d like to find out about your first musical experiences.
Eric Gnezda:  I went to an elementary school, University School, that was on Ohio State’s campus.  It’s
closed now.  We had music every day.  It was integrated into our curriculum.  The first time I remember
performing was with my best friend at the time – he’s still a very good friend – Craig White.  And Craig’s
dad is Chuck White, from WBNS-TV.  Chuck White was a rather renowned folk singer in that era.  And so
Craig and I in the first grade – I always remember this – we decided to wear gray sweatshirts with black
pants.  We sang “This Land Is Your Land,” with Chuck White accompanying us on guitar.  I had the worst

case of butterflies. I had never had butterflies before and I remember thinking, “What’s all this
burning in my stomach?”  But we went out, we did it, and when I started singing, the butterflies
disappeared, the room lit up and I thought, “This is pretty cool!”

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s a real good start to this program and a real good start to your career.  My
memory of you in the mid to late 80’s is that you were very creative at coming up with parodies and
such.  I would like to talk about some of those, but I’d also like to talk about how you were so successful
getting those materials out to the public on so many different media.
Eric Gnezda:  Well, when I graduated from college I was a journalism major. I was very much
interested in current events and still am.  I also was a songwriter and also wrote comedy.  So I think a
lot of things merged together for me - my interest in current events with my song=writing with my
comedy.  I actually started out doing novelty tunes about current events.  I think one of the first ones I
wrote about was Richard Simmons, the exercise guru.  I actually took them to a couple of radio
stations.  I started on WOSU radio, as a matter of fact.  Then I took it to a couple of commercial
stations and within three months I’m on “Entertainment Tonight” with a song I had written about a
police officer in Springfield, Ohio, who posed for Playboy.  I don’t know if you remember that story or
not.  So, anyway, eventually I was hired by a Columbus radio station to do one of these a week.  With
the volume of work that I needed to do, it got to the point where I started doing parodies because the
music was already written.  But, you know, still my staple was original songs, with novelties.

6/30/2015  Eric Gnezda
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Pat McLoughlin:  As the host of Local Lix, we interview different talented people in the Central
Ohio area, and, Tony, you are certainly one of them.  “Rolling Soul” and all the other albums that
Hadden Sayers has put out, that’s a pretty nice opportunity to be working on his products.
Tony McClung:  Yeah, I’ve been playing with Hadden Sayers for the last eight years and I’m on
three of his albums.

Pat McLoughlin:  And I’ll tell you, that’s “Hard Dollar”, “Blue Country”, which was recorded at
Schwab Studios and then, of course “Rolling Soul,” all available at iTunes, everybody.  You really
should go out and download these.  Can you explain how you got connected to the Hadden Sayers
Band?
Tony McClung:  Well, I kind of got connected to Hadden Sayers’ band in a couple of different ways.
He’s related to Mark Frye, from Phil Dirt and the Dozers, and years ago he (Hadden Sayers) was
playing in Columbus with his band and while they were in town Mark and Rick Frye brought him to
see the Hoo Doo Soul Band that I played in.  Now, I didn’t get to see him at that time, but he had
seen the band and he was a fan of the band.  Ricky Frye and Mark Frye were his rhythm section.
There was a gig when Ricky was sick and Mark called me and I went and played with Hadden and
Mark in Grove City.  Sadly, within a year after that, Ricky passed away and I started playing with
the Dozers and Hadden Sayers’ band at the same time.

Pat McLoughlin:  So he brings you into his lineup at that point.  He comes back in as a soloist.  He had
left a very established product in Texas when he moved to Columbus, Ohio.  Did he start a band right
away with you and Mark?
Tony McClung:  He had taken some time off before I was playing with him.  His wife got a job here
and he wasn’t sure where he was at with his career and took some time off to reflect.  Then he
started playing again with Mark and Rick and then I stepped in when Ricky passed away.

Pat McLoughlin:  Would you not agree he’s probably the most stunning guitarist, I’m gonna say, in
Ohio?
Tony McClung:  Hadden is a gifted guitarist.  You know, you and I were having a conversation a
while ago about how many great musicians there are in Columbus, Ohio.  It really is stunning.  And
guitar players in particular – they’re everywhere.   You’ve got Hadden.  You’ve got Josh Hill, who is
a younger guy, who is amazing.  There’s Derek DiCenzo.  Jazz guitarist John Bursler.  Kevin Oliver.
There are all these guys who do different things, but Central Ohio is lousy with great guitarists.
It’s awesome.

Pat McLoughlin:  You can go out to almost any club on a weekend and just be blown away by some of
the artistry and the thought processes behind what they’re doing and putting these songs out to a
listening audience.  The Hadden Sayers Band is all over the country.  Certainly Phil Dirt is, as well.
But Hadden Sayers’ schedule takes him from the east coast to the west coast throughout the year.
Tony McClung:  Yeah.  California this coming week.  Last week it was Arkansas, or as I like to call it,
West Cravens, Hee Haw.  No, it’s a fine state, I’m kidding (laughs).  But, yeah, literally, we are
everywhere.

Pat McLoughlin:  He is out trying to make his way up the pyramid.  And the pyramid in Central Ohio
is pretty big, but Hadden Sayers and Phil Dirt are acts that are actively trying to work on the national
pyramid, as I like to call it.  There’s so much talent that you have to work your way past.  So you are
obviously playing with him and you’re playing with the Dozers on the cruise.  You’re also working
with an amazingly different product, which again reflects your versatility.  You’re doing The Mad
Men on the cruise this year.  Can you give us a brief overview of what that is?
Tony McClung:  The core of The Mad Men is Tony Alfano and Mark Frye.  And they’re doing kind of a
stripped down lounge-setting thing, doing a lot of Sinatra things, Tony Bennett things, focusing on
that period of the late 50’s and early 60’s.  So when I play with them I usually won’t play a whole
drum kit.  I’m usually doing something stripped down like just brushes on a snare drum and trying
to keep it intimate.

Pat McLoughlin:  You’re being way too modest.  I’ve watched what you do.  It’s remarkable what
you can get out of that one drum.
Tony McClung:  Oh, I’m not modest at all (laughs).  Anybody who knows me well is going to hear
this and go, “Wait.  You just said he’s modest?”

7/7/2015 Tony McClung
[Hadden Says Band and Phil Dirt & the Dozers]
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Pat McLoughlin:  How old when you left Flatwoods (childhood home in West Virginia)?  18?  A
pretty gutsy move.  I’m not trying to minimize your sophistication at 18 in Flatwoods . . .
Tony McClung:  I don’t know that it was gutsy so much.  I wanted to play rock and I wanted to play
jazz and those musics didn’t exist there.  There was no scene.  I mean, it was a very tiny place and
I knew I had to get out and go somewhere else.

Pat McLoughlin:  You just mentioned jazz and, again, I’m probably being a little stereotypical, but
how in the world did you get a jazz influence in your household.  They are a bluegrass family.   I don’t
see Flatwoods as being typical of a jazz center.  Where did you get your influences there?
Tony McClung:  I was lucky enough to stumble across a couple of things as a kid.  In the local gas
station, I saw a Duke Ellington cassette and I’m like, as a kid, “Well, I’ve never really heard of
that, but I’ve heard the name.”  I don’t know what it sounds like, but I bought it and took it home
and put it in.  It just knocked my head off!

Pat McLoughlin:  Who would think of buying an influence at a gas station?
Tony McClung:  But it was music!  For me, as a kid, I was attracted to the idea of music.  Even if I
never heard it, I wanted to check it all out.  I started playing when I was young and I was always
drawn to finding out more about music.  If I didn’t know something about a band and I saw an
album in a store, I still might buy it because something about it made me think this might be cool.

Pat McLoughlin:  Album covers were actually an influence on you in those days.  The artwork got
you into reviewing the music and suddenly you’re inspired by that performer.  That’s pretty
amazing.  You leave at 18, still a pretty tough decision?
Tony McClung:  Nah, Nah.  It actually was a very easy decision.  I think your conclusion is an
obvious one, but for me it was actually a very easy decision.  I was on autopilot.

Pat McLoughlin:  And your first stop?
Tony McClung:  Huntington, West Virginia.  Played in a couple of bands there for a minute.  Then
Atlanta.

Pat McLoughlin:  Atlanta? What did you do there?
Tony McClung:  I worked a few jobs there.  I worked at a McDonald's and I worked at an Accura
dealership.  There was some good music there but nothing that sucked me in.  I went to
Washington, D. C., from there.  I lived with a buddy of mine and we listened to music all the time.
But soon after I visited Columbus, Ohio, and saw an astounding variety of musicians in one week
here and decided to stay.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you actually saw a better talent pool in our Central Ohio area than you did in
either something as big as Atlanta or Washington, D. C.?
Tony McClung:  People do not believe me, but I still stand by it.  It’s the truth.  At least the stuff I
saw in one week here was far better.

Pat McLoughlin:  So, without prompting, you’ve given a real  good testimonial to the whole purpose
of this show and to the whole idea of what talent pool is available to us and to the listening
audience to go out and see.  You come in as an outsider and go, “Look at this city and the areas
around this city.”
Tony McClung:  Yeah.  Central Ohio has it going on.  If it didn’t, I couldn’t have a band like Popgun,
where even though it’s technically a cover band, we don’t do what other cover bands do.  We play
great pop music that other people can’t play and I’m able to have a band where I have a guy who
can sing Led Zeppelin and a guy who can sing Paul Simon and people who can play Yes songs,
because the talent pool here is so deep.

7/7/2015  Tony McClung
[Popgun]
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Pat McLoughlin:  So did you (The Shadows) play the campus area?
Steve Cabot:  We did.  We held the attendance record for a long time at what was known as the Castle and
then it became known as Zachariah’s Red Eye Saloon.  McGuffey Lane kind of installed themselves in there.
But we played at the Castle and the touring acts would come in.  Kenny Rogers came in with the First Edition.
He was the bass player.  And the touring acts would come in and we would rotate in and out of that facility.
And there was the Sugar Shack and the Club No Place in Newark.  On Summit avenue there was a place that
Billy Graham & The Escalators played.  I forget the name of the place.  Bob Seger & The Silver bullet Band
would come through there.

Pat McLoughlin:  So we’re in the late 60’s in this part of your story.  The Shadows remained a unit?
Steve Cabot:  The Shadows kinda stumbled along until a couple of the guys moved away.  I think Bill moved to
Cincinnati and Howard moved to Atlanta.  And at my first wedding, which they both attended, they
announced that they were moving back to Ohio and they said, “Do you have any interest in getting the band
back together?”  This was 1970-something.  So we cranked the band back up.

Pat McLoughlin:  The reunited Shadows hit the streets again.
Steve Cabot:  We were trying to keep up with the top forty and that was difficult cause there was a lot of
techno junk and piano sounds and all that.  Those were difficult expenses to justify in your family budget.  So
we decided, well, let’s just kick back and do some oldies.  I mean there was some precedent for that -
Sha-Na-Na and other groups.  So we started doing that in 1981.

Pat McLoughlin:  And that takes you to the Carousel.
Steve Cabot:  That’s right.  We got our foot in the door.  Bill Lehr was the swing man on that deal.  He wangled
a deal where we could play for half the door or the door or the bottom third of the door or the hinges on the
door or something about the door.

Pat McLoughlin:  And yet no Doors was in your show.
Steve Cabot:  No, we didn’t do any Doors.  But pretty soon we became a thing.  There was a line out through
the lobby and outside and we knew we had something going.  So between 1981 and 1983 we did that.  Then,
in 1983, we had to decide to go full-time and a couple of the members just couldn’t justify that.  Mark
Milligan and Bill LeFevre both were bonafide adults.  So we had to look for a way to continue the model.  We
asked Mark Frye and his brother Rick Frye to join the group.

Pat McLoughlin:  At that moment that’s probably as serious a decision as you’re making in your lifetime, to go
full-time as a musician.
Steve Cabot:  Well, it wasn’t that serious for me.  I was a gubernatorial appointee and I had already survived
one change of administration and I knew I wasn’t going to survive the next one.  I happened to know
(Ohio Governor) Dick Celeste.  We played for his second wedding up in Cleveland.  I said, “I know you’re going
to fire me.  Let’s get a picture of it and we’ll have some fun with it.” So, for me it wasn’t.  I figured this thing
would last for a couple of more years and I’d go get another real job.

Pat McLoughlin:  That seems to be a common thread where most people have to give up what they truly love to
do and head out to a full time job.  But you bring Mark and Rick into the band.  Change the name at that point?
Steve Cabot:  We decided to go full-time with the name Phil Dirt & The Dozers.  That was just a gag name that
we had picked up along the years.  That was the name - again I’m using air quotes - ‘oldies’ act.  Actually, I
have a business card in my possession with the Shadows on one side and Phil Dirt & The Dozers on the other
side.  I had no illusions that it was gonna be profitable for any length of time.

Pat McLoughlin:  Imagine, now, thirty five years later.  Incredible!

7/24/2015  Steve Cabot
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Pat McLoughlin:  Holly, you’re saying that the Pink Flamingos was already in place before Jason joined?  Is
that safe to say?
Holly Olsen:  That’s safe to say.

Pat McLoughlin:  So tell us a little history about the Pink Flamingos.
Holly Olsen:  The history of the Pink Flamingos is that when I started writing original music that I thought
was worth recording I needed a name for the project.  That’s the name I came up with.  It has fun cartoon
stuff to go with the studio work I was doing then and has since evolved.  The last three years we have had
the same rock band lineup, playing all over Central Ohio and getting out a little more.  We’ve been to
Bowling Green a couple of times and just came back from Pittsburgh a few weeks ago.

Pat McLoughlin:  You went to Pittsburgh?  I’m impressed.
Holly Olsen:  Yeah, we played a place called the New Bohemian out there.  And it was part of Lady Fest
Pittsburgh.

Pat McLoughlin:  Lady Fest featuring female bands and/or female lead singers?
Holley Olsen:  Yes, that.

Pat McLoughlin:  It (the Pink Flamingos) is harder-edged by far than what we heard in the second
segment.
Holley Olsen:  Holly & The Byrd play acoustic and the Pink Flamingos are a full five-piece - two guitars a
bass, a drummer and myself singing,.

Pat McLoughlin:  And it’s got some really good sounding punk garage band influences.  Am I safe in
saying that?
Holley Olsen:  Yes, you are right on.  As we were talking with Doug (Local Lix engineer) here earlier, we
had mentioned that the Ramones had definitely influenced the “Punk Is Alright” song that we have.

Pat McLoughlin:  Which is a really good song.  “Punk Is Alright” really is probably, probably the highlight,
in my opinion, of your new EP.  Jason, while we’re talking, why don’t you pull out your guitar and we’ll
have you guys play that one live for everyone so you can give us an exclusive.  Is that going to be a new
single for the Pink Flamingos?
Holly Olsen:  That is the latest song.  It is on the new EP.  That’s the last one we recorded.

8/4/2015  Pink Flamingos
[Holly Olsen and Jason Byrd]
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Theo Perry:  Anytime you’re doing any kind of thing that’s worth doing, you should work hard at it and you
will.  I would say that with our experience we learned early on that no one’s gonna do it for us.  And that
was like a huge thing in itself.  We wanted to play shows, but we didn’t want to play to an empty room, so
we beat the pavement.  We got out.  We hung flyers. We would chalk near all the universities around the
area - Franklin University, Columbus State, CCAD, Ohio State University.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you say chalk?
Theo Perry:  Yeah, we would chalk.  We would literally show up in these areas and we would draw these
crazy,  murally, hippie-looking chalk things promoting our gigs.  The goal was, that you’re walking to and
from class and then hopefully this will catch your eye.  You will investigate us and then, hopefully, end up
at our gig.  And sometimes people would actually show up at the show.  Once in a blue moon we’ll do
something like that again.  But in those days, it was the norm.  Step one:  Book a gig.  Okay, step two:  get
out and promote the gig.  To do that we had a wide array of things we wanted to do, a task list if you will.
For us it was utilizing MySpace when it was in its heyday of doing good in the music community.  It was a
matter of not only trying to get people to follow you on that website, but John and I would spend hours on
end in a coffee shop, sending out these invites trying to get people to come and visit our page.  And then,
eventually, we learned that the more we could, instead of just doing the invites, literally we became the
most musical spam could be.  You probably got an email from us on MySpace at some point.  We worked

hard at that.  It was just a time before Facebook became the number one format of the social media
world.  MySpace was there for us in a wired kind of way.

Pat McLoughlin:  It was good for musicians.  That is just a single example, but you also brought up the
idea of booking.
Theo Perry:  Absolutely.  That is not even easy when you’re young, because you want to go into this
business.  I mean, if you really think of it, you’re saying, “Hey, you don’t know me from Adam, but I’d
like to come and play music in your club.  I’m younger than anybody you know, but trust us, we’re
good.  You gotta sell yourself.”  Anytime you’re tasked with that, it’s basically like a job interview. You
go into that, not necessarily on your game, just because it’s always weird anytime you have to put
yourself out there in that regard.  But somehow we figured it out and we did it.  Kerry and John did a
lot of that for us, and Tom, when he was in the band, did a lot of that with us.  We all delegate.  Ben
and I have definitely gotten our feet wet in the booking realm as well.

Pat McLoughlin:  The point, though, is that that’s another part of being in the band that no one seems to
appreciate.  They only see the moments you’re on stage.
Theo Perry:  There’s a lot of the behind the scenes.  We were our own roadies, and we still are for a
good chunk of every show we play.

8/25/2015 Floorwalkers
[Theo Perry]
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Pat McLoughlin:  So eventually you do find country, and by the 80’s you’re doing pretty well.
Michael Rose:  It was 1985 and I had gone to a couple of meetings of the Ohio Country and Western Music
Association . . .

Pat McLoughlin:  Would mind for those who may not know, can you describe that organization?
Michael Rose:  The chapter in Columbus was just one chapter of a state-wide organization that promotes
and perpetuates country music at the local and regional level.  To this day there are still chapters.  And I
had gone to a couple of meetings and they always have a jam session after the meeting.  I got up and
sang.  As a result of that exposure I got a call from a lady named Shirley Potter, who at the time her
husband, Clyde, was the founder and bass player of a group called the Country Pioneers.  They called and
asked me if I wanted to be their front man.  They had just lost their front man.  Well, I had to start, like a
college student, cramming for an exam.  I started cramming to learn country songs.  I only knew about
three songs by heart that would marry up with what they were doing and the rest of them I was reading
off a cheat sheet.  So I had to have about sixteen songs altogether, because there was a female lead
singer as well and we would trade off a couple of songs throughout the night.  And then you had your
instrumentals.  So I only needed about sixteen songs to get into that.  And that grew into quite a stretch
of success for me.  By 1986, through the Ohio Country and Western Music Association, I was voted, they
have a ‘royal family’ contest, I was voted “King of Country Music,” both at the chapter level and at the
state level.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you were the king of country music for nineteen . . .
Michael Rose:  That would have about 1986, 1987.

Pat McLoughlin:  Interesting thing that you had patterned yourself after ‘The King’ (Elvis Presley) and by
1986, at least in the state of Ohio through the Ohio Country and Western Music Association, you are The
King.  That’s a pretty big honor!
Michael Rose:  It was.  And by 1988, because they always have an awards ceremony, just like they do
in Nashville and out in LA, by 1988 I had written and recorded an album.  “Hometown Boy” was a
single off that album.  It won record of the year and song of the year.  I won male vocalist of the year
and entertainer of the year and the band won band of the year.  It was a phenomenal year, a
phenomenal year.  And we were working.  We were off somewhere doing a show.

Pat McLoughlin:  Your weren’t there to get those accolades?
Michael Rose:  No, my wife was there and she accepted the awards.  In true fashion, the way she’s
just an old country girl, she said, “Michael would have loved to have been here to accept these
award, but he’s out kicking butt tonight.”

9/8/2015  Michael Rose
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Pat McLoughlin:  We were talking about your days in Coshocton and the Shadows.  What were you doing there?
Were you in bands?
Bill Lehr:  Almost the same band, the Shadows, became Phil Dirt & The Dozers, the original five members.
There was a country club in West Virginia, Ravenswood, West Virginia, that was looking for an oldies show.
And a guy contacted us and said, “You guys know these songs,” and I thought, “We don’t have to learn them.
We just have to remember them,” because we played those songs when they were top forty hits.  So we
decided to put a little show together to go down and ‘collect the loot’.  We thought, “Well we need a name.
Can’t use the Shadows and the original name ‘Phil Dirt & The Dozers’ came as a joke years ago.  Ok, it’s gotta
be.  The act is tongue-and-cheek.  The name is tongue-and-cheek.  It’s a play on words.  It’s gotta be the
name.”  And we thought it was just a one-time shot.  Just go down and play these oldies songs.  Well, we had
so much fun with it, on the way back we thought, “You know what?  Why don’t we do this rather than the
bottom forty we’re doing now as a weekend band.”  You know, we couldn’t do top forty, because by the time
we learned them, they were long gone.

Pat McLoughlin:  That gets you into the Carousel somehow.  Is there a story in between or did you go right to
the Carousel?
Bill Lehr:  I was ‘Norm’ of Cheers.  The Carousel was my hangout.  I would take a shower, put on my best
three-piece Sears suit, go up and sit at the end stool at the bar, which was designated as my stool.  And if I
was running late, the bartender, who was a wonderful lady, would set my ash tray out with my Winston and
my Miller-Lite so no one would take my stool.  And I would walk in the door, sit down at my stool, grab my
cigarette (which is long gone) . . .  Anyway, I loved the band there.  The band was phenomenal.  I wouldn’t
miss them.  I knew their act.  I knew everything they did.  Got to be friends with the food and beverage
manager there.  We knew each other well.  I told her, “We played this job in Ravenwood and just had a ball
doing this oldies show.”  And she said, “Would you be interested in doing that here on Sunday nights?”  I said,
“Oh no.  Oh, no.  We’re not going up on that stage with that band.  They’re professional.”  The next day the
general manager, who I also knew, said, “Bill, I understand that Linda was talking to you about playing.  Why
don’t you think about that?  You could play for the door and we could have a lot of fun.”  That’s how it started.
Just a general conversation.  And the rest is geography.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you guys really became a huge hit at the Carousel on Sunday nights.  I mean, they started
advertising for you.  There were standing-room-only shows.  It was an incredible thing.  And that jettisons you to
a new atmosphere in Central Ohio.
Bill Lehr:  What a trip!

Pat McLoughlin:  When we come back from the break, we’re gonna pick up the conversation a little with you
guys starting to jettison, how you began to market your products, the branding and some of the genius things
you guys did off stage.
Bill Lehr:  Well, yeah, I don’t like to brag, but, well, actually I do (laughs).

Pat McLoughlin:  There was a culture in your band that most acts don’t have.
Bill Lehr:  We had a lot of input from a lot of really talented people.  One thing you mentioned, Ricky - God
bless him.  May he rest in peace.  Wonderful, wonderful guy.  Great drummer.  He tried for years to get us to
do a record skip on stage, a live song where we took it from the record.  We kind of always put it on the back
burner, “No, no, that’s not right.”  We finally ran out of ideas one day and tried it.  Tried it with a couple of
songs.  I think I’ve gotta take credit for “Only You,”, because we knew the song so well, we had done it for so
long, that it would be the obvious choice.  Are you familiar with what I’m talking about, the record skip?

Pat McLoughlin:  Oh, I certainly am.  One of the most brilliant bits ever.
Bill Lehr:  Again, I’ve got to give credit to Ricky.  He tried for years, like I say, to get us to do that.  So we finally
took “Only You,” took segments out of it, put segments in it.  Then Howard, our bass player, also may he rest
in peace,  decided it would be funny to put “Great Pretender” in the middle of it.  Makes no sense at all, but it
worked perfectly and it just flowed.  Probably the hardest song we ever had to learn.  To learn it incorrectly
was against every fathom of rhythm in your head.  And we called the song “Li Yu” on the album, by the way.  It
starts off with, “ba-da-da-da-da-da-dah . . .  Li  Yu.”  And so we named the song, “Li Yu”.  And we used that bit,
a song written by a young oriental lady, “Li Yu.”

9/29/2015  Bill Lehr
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Pat McLoughlin:  I really like the cover of that (“Time Is On My side”).  I like how you describe your
band as “tenured rock and roll.”  Do you mind sharing with me who came up with that marketing
phrase, because, by the way, as branding that’s a great way of pitching the band.
Barry Hayden:  Well, you shouldn’t have phrased it that way, because it was me (laughs).  The
Professors name actually came when Bruce and I were having a discussion as we first got this
going, about would today’s audiences know these songs?  And I sort of jokingly said, “Well, we’ll
just have to teach them.”  I went home that night and was thinking, gosh, a name, a name, a
name.  I thought about that and, well, I thought “The Professors” – we’ll teach people about this
music.  And I don’t know where the “fully tenured part” came from, but I was just trying to think of
things that were related.  We try to use that theme.  I call the audience ‘students’.  Our
production company is called Ivory Tower Productions.  We’re just trying to keep as much related
to that as possible.  And it is a good way to promote stuff.  People understand the connection.

Pat McLoughlin:  Do you do any comedy in the show.
Barry Hayden:  In the show?  Sometimes.  They don’t let me talk too much (laughs).  Our initial goal
was to have no dead air.  You know about dead air.  No dead air between songs.  We wanted to
play ninety minutes of song, song, song.  Every now and then, due to having to put a capo on or
take a capo off or change guitars, I’ll get a little window there and they’ll let me talk.  I do have a
tendency to ramble on, as you can tell, and I can hear them behind me saying, “Start the song.
Start the song.”

Pat McLoughlin:  Sometimes I’ve seen you talk over the intro, which I think is a good thing to do.  It’s
kind of like being a DJ at this point.
Barry Hayden:  That goes back to my radio  training.  Actually, I like forward-announcing more than
back-announcing.  As a disc jockey I think you have to do both because otherwise it gets boring.
You’re doing the same thing all the time.

Pat McLoughlin:  But that keeps the audience engaged and keeps the pace going again.  You
mentioned dead air, my rule of thumb is that you can’t have any more than five seconds of dead air.
If there’s going to be an extended period, the front man has to step up and re-bring the audience
back in because they’ll get restless.
Barry Hayden:  Oh, you’ll lose them.

Pat Mcloughlin:  You guys have done a good job of getting your brand established.  How did you go
about doing that?  I mean, you guys work a lot, but people didn’t know who the Professors were for
a long time, but now everybody does.
Barry Hayden:  You know, I don’t really have a good answer for that.  I don’t know.  I think we play
songs that people may not remember before we play them, but the minute we start to play them
you can see the recognition - if you can see the audience and the lights aren’t too bright.  A lot of
things fit together, but it worked out as well as it did and we’re certainly happy about it.

10/13/2015  The Professors
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Pat McLoughlin:  What do you guys remember about “Under My Thumb?”  That was your follow-up song (to
“Can’t Get Enough of Your Love”).
Barry Hayden:  That was the second one that we released.  We spent a lot of time looking for a second song.
We really had no idea what to do.  The “Aftermath” album came out, the Rolling Stones’ “Aftermath” album.
And there was just something about that song.  I don’t know if it was the marimba or what, but it just had a
really nice feel and we learned it and it came naturally.  Everybody went, “Well, that’s it.”

Pat McLoughlin:  Now this is just a learning question for our listeners.  Was that a challenge to cover a song in
those days as big as the Stones? Did you have to go through any special actions with the Stones?
Barry Hayden:    No, That’s all we did (laughs)!  As the band members, I don’t recall ever having to do anything.
We had management and people who took care of all the paperwork - crossed the T’s and dotted the I’s and
stuff.  There’s a wonderful rumor that the reason the Dantes ultimately broke up was because the Stones
sued us for doing that, which would be completely silly on their part – they made money on it.

Pat McLoughlin:  So, Lynn, what’s your memory of having that song climb the charts?
Lynn Wehr:  Well, it was very exciting.  Again, it was the second time we had released a record.  It was also
exciting to hear it on the radio.  When we recorded it, I was a self-taught musician, not the lead guitar player
in the band.  We had a wonderful lead guitar player, Dave Workman.  But the little lick, the guitar lick was my
part and, lo and behold, they made it the front end of the record.  I don’t know how David felt about that - he
was a thousand times better guitar player than I was - but I enjoyed listening to it because knew I had a
major role in the song.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you play that intro hook?
Lynn Wehr:  I play the intro hook.  I can’t play it today, but I played it then (laughs loudly).

Pat McLoughlin:  That song climbs the local charts and ends up being number one.  What time of year was that?
Do you remember the time lines?
Lynn Wehr:  I think it was in June of 1966, something like that.
Barry:  Yeah, it was definitely summer.

Pat McLoughlin:  The reason I brought that up is that, when I think about all the acts you were fighting with to
get up the charts – and we’re talking about “Paperback Writer” being the number one song of 1966 coming out
right then, the Cyrkle comes out with "Red Rubber Ball."  You’ve got Paul Simon and Simon & Garfunkel.  I
mean the acts are incredible, yet here comes the Dantes.
Barry Hayden:  It helped to be a local band.  I mean, we had a lot of local fans.  They would call in and request
it every night, so I think that padded the sales a bit.  But we felt like the Stones, the Beatles, the Kinks – they
were our peers.  We didn’t really look at ourselves as a local band.

Pat McLoughlin:  Agreed.  I also had that same opinion as a young man in those days, that the Dantes were on
that same plane.  And “Under My Thumb,” as an example, I didn’t know the Stones did it.  I just thought that
was an original tune from you guys at the time.  The interpretation of those two songs, I always lean back to the
Dantes.  The version you have is the one that will always be dear to me.  You guys went to Worthington High
School.  Were you both classmates in those days, same grade?
Barry Hayden:  Same class.  Graduated in 1965.
Lynn Wehr:  Actually all of the members that ultimately made up the Dantes were Worthington High School
students.  When the Dantes started we had two or three other people who were in the band.  We were a
garage band an we’d grab anybody that had a guitar.  When the band came together, the two final cogs in the
wheel were when we finally got Barry and Dave Workman.  That was the five band members who ultimately
named themselves the Dantes.

10/13/2015  The Dantes
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Pat McLoughlin:  What year would we say “Bonfire” (the German-released compilation album of Fifth Order
material) comes out?
Jeff Johnson:  Maybe 2002.

Pat McLoughlin:  So here comes an album of the Fifth Order and it has a dozen of your recordings and one
live recording that we’ve given everybody a little idea of what it sounded like.  If I understood you gents,
you didn’t know this was coming out either!
Jim Hilditch:  Well, we always wondered where those songs went to that we recorded.  Obviously I knew
that somebody had them because that one song that came out a few years later (“The Moment/I Was A
Fool”), that was part of the session.  And one day I was out at the mailbox and I got a letter.

Pat McLoughlin:  “I Got A Letter?” (referring to the title of the Fifth Order’s second hit single) – I was just
making a joke.
Jim Hilditch:  Snail mail.  It was a letter.  You could tell it was a European letter because of the different
colors around the edge of the letter.  I said, “What is this?” I had to open it up.  There’s a guy from Rome,
Italy, who was friends with Jack C. Sender (writer of the Fifth Order’s early hits) and wanted to know if I
was the Jim Hilditch who used to be in the band the “Fifth Order.”  This is 2002-03.  Well, yeah.  He had an
email address so I emailed him back and said, “You found me.  What can I do for you?”  He sends me an
email, “We’ve got all these songs and there’s this guy in Germany who has a recording studio,” and tells
me that all these old garage band sixties small-town Midwest groups and songs are really popular in
Europe.  It turns out we had been on a couple of compilation albums that we didn’t know about either.
And we find out all this stuff after talking to Wolfgang, the guy who owns the recording

company in Germany.  They had all these songs and they had put them out on albums and records and
stuff over the years.

Pat McLoughlin:  Wolfgang’s company did that?  I can understand why you might not have known that
was going on overseas.
Jim Hilditch:  So he  wanted to do a whole album with the songs that they had all these years and get
our permission.  They were trying to get hold of anybody in the band, but they found me.  So I made
contact with them, got together with Billy (Carroll) and we came up with a timeline, signed all the
release forms and everything.  They took all those songs, including some other tapes they had from
Dance Party shows and some different things and made a CD out of it.  It blew me away.

Pat McLoughlin:  I’m amazed. So you guys had not heard those recordings in three to four decades?
Jim Hilditch:  We spent years trying to find them and just gave up because we thought they just
disappeared.  So I was real happy to have on recording those old songs that we did and never got
credit for.

Pat McLoughlin:  It really is a throwback moment for you guys to get a piece of what was lost.  How does
Wolfgang, though, collect all that stuff?  Where does he come up with that?
Jim Hilditch:  Who knows?  Don’t have a clue.

Pat McLoughlin:  I mean that is a needle-in-a-haystack discovery.  But again, the quality of the material is
driving him to bring all of your content together.  What a compliment!

10/16/2015  The Fifth Order
[Jeff Johnson and Jim Hilditch]
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Pat McLoughlin:  Nick Mucci and Devan Stokosa are in our studio today.  And you guys are the co-writers of
the “Dancing With the Devil” song, which is the first track off Full Tilt’s self-titled album.  And you released
that in 2012?
Nick Mucci:  Yeah, we had the release show February, 2012.

Pat McLoughlin:  Where did you have that?
Nick Mucci:  It was Captain Jack’s, over in Newark.  No longer there, actually.  But at the time it was a
pretty big spot to play and we were able to put on a helluva show for our CD release.  It was a lot of fun.

Pat McLoughlin:  How’d you get the word out that you were putting that release show on?
Nick Mucci:  That was one of those where we invited, did the “Hey, friends we’re releasing our album.
Come on out,” thing.  A lot of word of mouth.  Used Facebook to announce.  We’ve always done well out in
Newark, Buckeye Lake, Heath.  His family lived out there.  We have a lot of friends.  We had a lot of fun
doing that show

Pat McLoughlin:  Great song.  The lead tracks – you guy had to think pretty strongly about writing your own
songs and making that your lead track.  What’s the story behind that?
Nick Mucci:  That’s the first song we wrote together, the first original song we ever recorded as a demo.  It
was the first track we recorded for that CD.  The first one we played ‘live’ as well.

Pat McLoughlin:  Obviously a lot of firsts.
Nick Mucci:  We snuck that into a show once.  It was the first original song we ever played live.  We
didn’t announce that it was ours.  We just saw how it went.

Pat McLoughlin:  How did it go?  Do you remember?
Nick Mucci:  Nobody left (laughs).  Nobody knew it wasn’t a cover song.  People liked it.  It was received
well.  I think that was at Captain Jack’s, too.

Pat McLoughlin:  You know, it’s always a risk to put your own songs out in front of people.
Devan Stokosa:  Especially when you’re doing a cover show.

Pat McLoughlin:  Agreed.  I like what you just said, though, and I think that’s a good tutorial.  If you’re
going to demo a new song, if you’re a listening audience member who is in a band and you’re writing, I
think in a cover band that’s a great idea.  Just don’t let them think it’s someone else’s song and see if it is
something that will stick on your product.  And the next thing you know you’re throwing a second and
third song at them and you end up with an album like your debut album, which you’ve had a lot of
success with.  You’re pretty much sold out of that one?
Devan Stokosa:  Yeah.  I only have one left and it’s my personal copy of it.

10/20/2015  Full Tilt
[Nick Mucci and Devan Stokosa]
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Delyn Christian:  I was fortunate to do quite a few shows with Roger (McGuinn) and play harmonica on
one of his records.

Pat McLoughlin:  You did?
Delyn Christian:  Yeah, it was years ago.  The black one (the Limited Edition album).  That was a great
opportunity with my friend, Bill Lee, me and Rick Waters, my guitar player.  Rick and I have been partners
for 40 years in music.  He’s kind of taught me what to do.  We had the opportunity to play for Roger.  It
was a birthday party.  And he liked what we did.  We were able to do three or four shows and raise a
bunch of money for Cancer Awareness, which we were very happy to be a part of.

Pat McLoughlin:  So allow me to help our listeners who may not know who Roger McGuinn is.  Then I’ll give
you a personal compliment here.  Let me tell you first that Roger McGuinn is the lead guitar player for the
tremendously incredibly talented band that came out in 1965 called the Byrds.  They had a wealth of
impact on music that goes beyond any band in my mind.  I think they were probably the American response
to the Beatles.  I’m so proud of the Byrds on so many levels.  And if I had to be a musician and had to take
over someone’s soul, I would take over Roger McGuinn.  He’s my personal favorite artist.  So to have the
opportunity to see you in King Barbecue - you guys did a hell of a job backing him up!
Delyn Christian:  That all came together for Bill’s birthday.  His wife, Linda, put this party together.  She
originally wanted to buy his Rickenbacker 12-string, because he played at the Newport right after it
became the Newport from the Agora.  So that’s where it all started.  Finally, they got it together to do this
show for Bill’s birthday.  They did it at Muirfield Country Club and Roger was playing solo and the contract

said that our band got to open up  for him and we got to do three songs, “Feel A Whole Lot Better,”
“Mr. Tambourine Man” and “Eight Miles High.”  So he comes to Muirfield and we’re just kind of
running through, the band’s just playing and he chimes in and he says, “You guys sound great.  You
know my new record (that’s when he did “Back From Rio”)?  Why don’t you just play all night with
me?”  So we went and in a matter of three hours learned that record, came back and played.  We’ve
just been friends since.  It’s like just sitting down like this.  Roger’s a great solo artist.  Those were
great shows.  And he still sounds great.

Pat McLoughlin:  Aladdin Temple was a tremendous evening.  You guys opened and did twelve or
thirteen songs.  Outstanding!  That’s where I first got my exposure to you
Delyn Christian:  That was a wonderful night.

Pat McLoughlin:  And then for you guys to manage the entire show that he put together for you that
night – King Barbecue provided all of the musical background for Roger McGuinn that evening, for about
five or six thousand people.  Then I saw you do the same thing downtown at the Riffe Center.  I
remember seeing you and I think Bill Lee and Roger McGuinn, just the three of you doing some things
together.
Delyn Christian:  Linda Lee put all that on.  I wish I could remember how much money we raised for
breast cancer.  But it was a huge amount.  I really feel good about that.

10/26/2015  Delyn Christian
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Pat McLoughlin:  Hey, let’s go back to the early days.  We did a little bit of research on you.  Tell me if I’ve got
this right - Your grandparents  were in a really successful band that toured around this area back in the 70’s and
80’s?
Pat McLaughlin:  Yeah.  It was Sugar & Spice and the Studebakers.

Pat McLoughlin:  Which was a top-notch band of that day.  And you remember them, of course.  What are some
of the memories about this wonderful band?  And, folks, they were a great band!
Pat McLaughlin:  Well, they were a show band, like a 50’s and 60’s rock and roll variety act.  They dressed the
parts and everybody sort of had a role.  And they were a show.

Pat McLoughlin:  So they stayed in character.  They had an image they projected on stage, dressed up.  And one
of the ladies out front, Linda, was your grandmother?
Pat McLaughlin:  One of the Linda’s was.  There were two Linda’s.  Linda Rayburn was my grandmother.

Pat McLoughlin:  The other Linda?
Pat McLaughlin:  That was Linda Burwell.

Pat McLoughlin:  And they fronted the band?
Pat McLaughlin:  For the most part.

Pat McLoughlin:  And then your grandfather’s in the band?
Pat McLaughlin:  He was the harmonica player and the scary guy when it was time to put on a mask and do
the "Monster Mash."

Pat McLoughlin:  For those of you who don’t know, Sugar & Spice and the Studebakers, oh my goodness, in the
80’s I’ll bet you they played 60 to 80 fairs or festivals a year.  You should be really proud of your roots tied to
that particular band.  Now that’s your grandparents in that band.  Were your parents also musicians?
Pat McLaughlin:  No, my parents don’t play.

Pat McLoughlin:  So when did you start learning music?
Pat McLaughlin:  The first thing I ever learned, I had piano lessons when I was about three years old.

Pat McLoughlin:  When did you pick up the guitar?
Pat McLaughlin:  Somewhere between five and nine.  There were always guitars around for me.  It’s hard for
me to say when I first started, because the guitars were always there.  My first formal lesson was when I was
about nine years old.  Prior to that I had learned bits and pieces.

11/10/2015  Pat McLaughlin
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What was it like to meet The Beatles the first time?
Don Dannemann:  We were on tour in 1966. Brain Epstein was our co-manager and he got us on the tour.
We are on their plane.  They stayed behind a wall in the back.  I was sitting with Tommy Dawes, my
bandmate, who has sadly passed on, in the front of the plan.  Suddenly the door opens, and there  is Paul
McCartney.  We had two hit records on the charts and were kind of big stuff.  But . . . “Oh my God.  There’s
Paul!!!!”  He says hello to a few people, shaking hands.  Then he finally gets up to us.  Nate Weiss was the
other co-manager and he already knew Paul.  He says, "Tom Dawes, Don Dannemann, meet Paul
McCartney,” and Paul says, “Great! Nice to meet you,” and goes back behind the wall.  We spent the rest
of the flight analyzing EVERY WORD!

What was Brian Epstein Like?
Mike Losekamp:  He was a very intense individual, a musical genius.  He just had a knack for picking songs
that he knew were going to be hits.  He was very informative. He had a lot of good input. It was a real
shock when we learned he had passed away.

What did you do after the band broke up?
Don Dannemann:  I got into making commercials and had a lovely career.  After I retired, people would
ask me what did I do before I retired.  And I say, “Lots of great commercials!”  And they would ask,
“Anything else?”  And I would say, “Well . . . I was once in a group called ‘The Cyrkle’ and we had this big
hit called ‘Red Rubber Ball’".  And they would go “Wow! Tell me about that!"  Forget the commercials.

What was it like to reunite with Mike after 50 years?
Don Dannemann:  If you have ever been in a band . . . The nearest comparison I can make is if you were in
the military, and you have been through a bunch of battles together, and then a lot of time passes.  There
is a bond established with those people that you cannot get anywhere else.  It is that kind of bonding
that is similar to being in a band with all of the ups and downs.  It is a very hard bond to break.

How did you ever reunite the band?
Pat McLoughlin:  It was similar to looking for a needle in a haystack, except I was searching up and
down the eastern half of The U.S.  The band had only seen each other a few times over five decades
and hardly ever talked to each other.  I located the original drummer, Marty Fried, a very successful
lawyer in Michigan, and keyboardist Earl Pickens, a successful heart surgeon in Gainesville, Florida.
Understandably they passed.  So I set my sights on getting Don Dannemann.  He was so hard to find!  I
searched up and down the East coast, and came up with one dead end after the other.  Finally, using a
bit of historical research, I made a collection of phone calls to someone in New York City, who finally
referred me to someone in Kansas, who then pointed me to the state of Delaware.  After six months,
we finally found him. We set up a time for he and Mike to speak for the first time in 50 years.

What did you and Don Dannemann discuss prior to agreeing to reform The Cyrkle?
Pat McLoughlin:  We had a number of long calls with our band (The Gas Pump Jockeys) and the topics
were all of a business nature.  We discussed the vision, what hurdles we would need to overcome
and the financial aspects we would have to face.  We had a second meeting with a local booking
manager, Steve Cover, who explained what the potential could be and the best national agencies to
approach.  Don felt comfortable with our business model.  He agreed to come to Columbus and we
began the steps to develop the materials necessary to promote the band to agencies across the USA.
That included photos, promotional flyers and eventually a concert video.  The video, shot on
November 17, 2016, was the first concert The Cyrkle had performed in 50 years!  From there we culled
the film to a five- minute promotional video.  Steve presented all of the materials to a number of
agencies around the country.  We signed with Buddy Lee Attractions in Nashville on April 6, 2017.
They are planning a national tour for The Cyrkle in 2018 plus spot shows with The Lovin’ Spoonful,
among other classic acts, in 2017.

The Cyrkle
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Pat McLoughlin:  We’ve been promoting on this interview your first single, “The Rain Is Falling,” which you
wrote.  You performed this song in Central Ohio and, if I understand you right, got discovered here of all places,
in Central Ohio, for a Nashville contract.  How’d that come about?
Dominic Francesco:  Well, I was performing at a pub called O'Nellys Pub” at Polaris and I was opening up for
Tim McDonald,  The owner of O'Nelly's thought I’d be a great opener for Tim McDonald.  He’s the keyboard
player on the show “Nashville.”  So I open up for two hours and he’s really good friends with Michael Edser,
the owner of Winter Records.  So Michael Edser’s there in the audience.  I had no idea who he was.    He’s
Australian, you know.  I performed and then afterwards I went up to Tim and Mike and was talking to them
and said, “Do you guys have any tips on where to go in Nashville?  I’m thinking about going down there in July
and checking out some of the places.  And Mike looks at me and goes (in a faux Australian accent), “Yeah, I
want to sign ya, mate.  I wanna sign ya to my label.”  I just kind of look at him and I said, “What???” He goes,
“Yeah, I wanna sign ya to my label.”  I’m like, “Ok.”  So he gave me his card and said we’re gonna talk and
we’ll send you a contract.  I didn’t think anything of it.  I thought it was, you know, B. S.  You know, who says
that?

Pat McLoughlin:  In Central Ohio, of all places.
Dominic Francesco:  Yeah, yeah.  Of all the places.  Three days later I get an email from Winter Records with a
contract for a single.

Pat McLoughlin:  No kidding.
Dominic Francesco:  And he wanted “The Rain Is Falling.”

Pat McLoughlin:  And so you went to Nashville to cut that record?
Dominic Francesco:  Yes, yes.  Well, we didn’t sign the contract until September because we wanted to make
sure everything was right.  We went down in October with my drummer, Mike Schiller, and we recorded.  We
were in the studio about 12 hours and we worked on “The Rain Is Falling”.  It was released November 9th.

Pat McLoughlin:  November 9th of 2015 your single is out and is now being played across a lot of the different
platforms of country music.  Mostly on independent stations, would you say?
Dominic Francesco:  Yes.  Right now, it’s being played on all the college stations.  It’s being played in
Australia and the United States.  And I got to tell you, we worked with an amazing studio.  It’s called Yellow
Hammer Studios.  The producer,  Justin, spent three weeks producing this song.  They did right by me.

12/8/2015  Dominic Francesco
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Rick Brunetto:  Bob Allen was so creative.  He had such great technique and we did all kinds of material
from show tunes to standard jazz tunes to pop things.  It was such a great experience.

Pat McLoughlin:  But more fundamentally based in jazz?
Rick Brunetto:  Absolutely.

Pat McLoughlin:  Not to take anything away from what you’re doing now, but if you look at best cover band
out of Central Ohio, probably look at Phil Dirt & The Dozers.  If you look at best country band out of Ohio,
you probably look at McGuffey Lane.  The best jazz band, in my mind, is the Bob Allen Trio.  So you really get
a lot of kudos for making . . . you’re a part of   a huge successful part of Central Ohio history.
Rick Brunetto:  Well, again, I feel so honored to have played with the Bob Allen Trio. And I really feel that
everything that has happened in my career has happened because of that.  Back in those days, it opened
doors for me - even helped me get my teaching position at Dennison University.

Pat McLoughlin:  No kidding.
Rick Brunetto:  Yeah, because people knew the Bob Allen Trio and it gave me some credibility.   But all
those years with that group - thirteen years we played together six nights a week.  That’s just a lot of
playing.  It was just such an impact on my life.  And everything I’ve done musically I really take it back to
Bob Allen.

Pat McLoughlin:  And you did that for almost, well, thirteen years.
Rick Brunetto:  Thirteen years we played together.    Then, after I left the group, because I had started
the big band, I still would go back and play with Bob and we continued to have a great relationship for
forty years.

Pat McLoughlin:  I admire you for deciding to step out and putting a big band together.  What was that
like, trying to leave something as popular and well–established?  You were the ‘Beatles of Jazz’ in
Columbus, I mean.
Rick Brunetto:  It was difficult.  The big band got started by playing at the Christopher Inn on Sunday
afternoons for the brunch so I was trying to do both at the same time.  And then the big band was
taking off.  We were starting to get a lot more weekend work, so I was having to call subs to play with
the trio and that wasn’t right.  There just came a time I felt it was time to move on.  It was difficult,
very difficult.
Pat McLoughlin:  I’m sure it was.  But it opened a new door for you, a new chapter with the big band.

12/8/2015 Rick Brunetto
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Roger Wilson:  The other thing that really helped us grow was Dave’s falsetto, so that we could nail the
high parts of the Tempts, the Impressions, all the music that we liked.  Most other groups didn’t have
that falsetto.

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s a good point.  You’re very, very good, Dave, number one.  You’re absolutely right,
Roger, there are very  few bands that have a top-notch high falsetto singer and that puts you in a class by
yourself.  It’s really impressive.  And you must have all had a love for the WVKO format at that time?
Roger Wilson:  Yeah, we did.  There’s an interesting sidelight that has to do with WVKO.  There used to be
a talent show at a club on East Main street called The Bottoms Up and on Sunday nights they would have
a talent show.  Dave and John Sproat had gone out there a few times and knew the place.  John Workman
and I had not been there, but we were talked into going out there on a Sunday to actually enter the
talent show.  They had a house band, Carl Sally’s group, outstanding tenor play with a rhythm section.  So
we were there that night and Les Brown, WVKO, was the MC and actually there was a live remote.   So
we’re out there and there are people, like waiters, coming up to the stage and every one of them was
fabulous.  Just great singers - dance moves, the whole thing.  They saved us until last.  Les introduces us
as The Blue-Eyed Soul Brothers, from Upper Arlington.

Pat McLoughlin:  Really.  Are you in the minority this night?
Roger Wilson:  Purty much (laughs).  Yeah, you could say that.  We had our powder-blue ruffled shirts
on, like we used to wear.  We could only do one song, so we did the Impressions, “I’ve Been Trying.”  It
was really pretty amazing.  You could have heard a pin drop when we started.  But the conclusion of
the song, the last chorus, is all three of us in real high falsetto harmony.  By the time we got to that
last chorus, we couldn’t hear ourselves sing, because the place had just erupted.  Part of it was the
novelty, but part of it was that we could sing the song and we could nail the parts.  That kind of set
everything in motion.  And we played at a place on campus called the Travel Agency.  We’d go in and
do two weeks there, then two weeks off, and then two weeks touring the state doing campuses
around the state.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you get that high after that moment, that musicians high that I can’t get rid of to
this day?
Roger Wilson:  I think it’s a lot like an athlete coming off the field.
John Workman:  We’ve never lost it.

1/23/2016  The Majestics
[Rodger Wilson, John Workman, Dave Balser, Ron Hilditch]
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Ric Boals:  Somebody passed our name (The Underground Atmosphere) to a DJ at WCOL, which of course
was the home of rock and roll in Columbus at that time.  And we did a show at the Hilliard Roller rink.  We
were really worried about it, because WCOL had turned us on to the job.  There were only about 15 or 20
people who showed up that night.  After the show we packed up and went home and got a call from the
same DJ that had called me to book the job.  He said that the guy who owned the roller rink was very
happy with our show and that we were now on the roster of WCOL bands.  We never looked back.  We
were just completely running.

Pat McLoughlin:  A lot of people don’t realize how much of a door opener that is, because that puts you on
the bill with some of the touring acts of the day.  Do you mind sharing some of the acts you played with?
Ric Boals:  The first thing that happened to us that really made our heads kind of spin around, we got to
open for Kenny Rogers and the First Edition.  And I actually got to know them over time, because they
played several shows while they were here in town for WCOL.  The Lemon Pipers.

Pat McLoughlin:  “Green Tambourine,” “Rice is Nice.”
Ric Boals:  Yeah, “Green Tambourine.”  And Bob Seger and the Bob Seger System.  At that time they had “2
+ 2” and “Heavy Music.”

Pat McLoughlin:  “Rambling Gambling Man,” too?
Ric Boals:  “Rambling Gambling Man,” yeah.

Pat McLoughlin:  Those are all big, big names.
Ric Boals:  Of course, if you talk to them they would tell you they weren’t that big a name back then.  Of
course, Bob was coming down here from Michigan and playing a show, then going back.  And they’d do
the same thing in Detroit.  Do the same thing in Indianapolis, same thing in Fort Wayne.  So every
town had its scene and he just kind of micro-managed it into a national career.

Pat McLoughlin:  And The Underground Atmosphere is getting its name established and so is Ric Boals.
Ric Boals:  Yes.  We got around and this, of course, was Al Peterson and Sonny Yinger.  And then
Sonny’s cousin, Mark Yinger, came on board.  Mark still plays with me today.  Mark is the bass player
on all of the CD’s I brought in with me today.  We’ve been through it all.  Been on the road.  Done
everything there was to do.

1/23/2016  Ric Boals
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Pat McLoughlin:  But you made and extraordinarily brave decision to leave your homeland and come to the
United States.  You didn’t have a command of the English language, did you?  Or did you know some English?
Arkadiy Gips:  I know just two words.  Now I know a little more.  I knew just two words, “Hi” and
“Goodbye.”  And that’s it.  And the first news on TV in New York when we came and got overnight hotel, I
said, “Oh my gosh,  it’s too long a word.  It’s just one . . . for me  it was just one long word.  I can’t divide it
to smaller, because it was just, “brbl-brbl-brbl-brbl.”

Pat McLoughlin:  You were married and had children when you made this decision (to emigrate to America
from the Ukraine).  How did that decision come about?  That’s hard to do.
Arkadiy Gips: First of all, my whole family actually was here two years before we came.  And it was my
other reason to leave Ukraine.  Because our mom said, “It’s only one grandson we have and we have to
be together.”  And if you hear it every week, you understand.  You have to do that.  Plus, it was at a time
when the Ukraine got independent from Russia, from the Soviet Union, and the Ukranian government
people came to me and said, “Ok, now you have to do only Ukrainian music arrangements.  You have to
play mostly Ukranian music and nothing more, because we are now independent and we want to have
our culture.  I said, “Music is international and I can’t do only Ukranian music.”  They said, “If you want to
have another music, we are not sure you will play publicly.”

Pat McLoughlin:  So your passion for music was your motivation to leave to come over to the United
States?
Arkadiy Gips:  Yes, yes.

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s incredible.  That’s an incredible passion.
Arkadiy Gips:  That’s why for a musician, the United States is a heaven, actually.  You can do whatever
you want.  Nobody can say, “Don’t play this music, because . . . "  If you play this music good, if you
have talent to do that, go ahead.

Pat McLoughlin:  I don’t think the people in the United States realize how lucky we are that we have
that.  And you know better than anyone.
Arkadiy Gips:  Yeah, because nobody knows this problem.

1/26/2016  Arkadiy Gips
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Arnett Howard:  My first taste was our neighborhood band called the “Soul Internationals."  It was
“music so good it was a SIN (“Soul Internationals”).  So one of our extended uncles was a man named Bill
Chapman.  Bill worked for WVKO-AM and he would get us gigs.  We’d play for the Belmont Youth Club.  We
played little gigs.  We played for the Columbus State Institute. Those were the gigs we would get.  We
were 14, 15, 16 years old when we got those gigs.  Then “Happy Chappy” . . . There was a recording
session going on on the west side and he knew I played trumpet and he knew that the band needed a
trumpet, so he got me some session work when I was 16 years old.  That was with a band called the
Vadicans.

Pat McLoughlin:  I was just about to ask you about the Vadicans.  Let’s talk about it the Vadicans.
Arnett Howard:  The Vadicans were recording two sessions there at the time.  (Sings) “Listen, people, to
what I say . . .”  They had a horn part behind that.  So a couple of high school kids played the horn sections
and they were impressed by my horn playing.  After I finished the Kenley Players experience (Bye-Bye
Birdie, with Gene Barry and Totie Fields) they asked me to join their band the Vadicans), so I joined their
band July, 20, 1967.  And we played a place called the Arena Lounge, which was on Main Street.  Back in
those days, Columbus had lounges on every corner.  The Arena.   There was a place called Club Larry’s.
There was another place down the street called The Flame.  There was a place called Joe’s Hole in the
neighborhood.  So that was my experience with the Vadicans.  We traveled together for probably a year
and a half.

Pat McLoughlin:  So this was 1969 or 1970?
Arnett Howard:  1967.  We played together through . . . I think I joined a band called the Dave
Workman’s Blues Band in 1968.

Pat McLoughlin:  I didn’t know you were in the Dave Workman Blues Band.  How long were in that
group?
Arnett Howard:  I was in that group for probably about six months.  I claim to be the first person fired
by Dave Workman (laughing).

Pat McLoughlin:  What an honor (laughs)
Arnett Howard:  Yeah, it’s one of my pride and joys.

Pat McLoughlin:  Yeah, that’s a good tale to hear.  So you were out with the Dave Workman Band for a
while, but not long term?
Arnett Howard:  Great band. Though.

2/2/2016  Arnett Howard
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Pat McLoughlin:   I want to talk about a hidden gem you have written.  She’s smiling, and you ought to be,
grinning from ear to ear.  The song is called “The Streets Where I Live” and I am just so amazed how great
this song is and that probably most people of Central Ohio don’t know about it.  Would you mind telling the
story?  Takes as much time as you like, but when you’re done, I’m playing the entire song for everybody to
listen to.
Donna Mogavero:  Well, the song was originally written in 1980 and I was living single in the Short North,
Victorian Village, where my parents were just scared for the life of me living in that area, as bad as it was
back in the 80’s.

Pat McLoughlin:  It was pretty seedy.
Donna Mogavero.  So the original song has different lyrics than the one that you’re going to play  In 2006,
when Experience Columbus approached me about writing the song for marketing Columbus, I said, “Sure,
I’ll take a stab at it.”  And then one of the guys on the committee said, “You already have the song written
- ‘The Streets where I Live.’  You just might have to edit it a little.”  So I edited it – a lot.  And basically, I
rewrote a whole new story line for Experience Columbus.

Pat McLoughlin:  Well not being privy to the original 1980 version, the 2007-2008 version is outstanding.
It’s a great vehicle for selling Columbus, Ohio.  And they’re using it, I assume, to this day to promote?

Donna Mogavero:  I don’t know if they are or not.  You know, there is a whole CD of songs written
about Columbus, Ohio.  It’s on there.

Pat McLoughlin:  Well you just caught me off guard with that nugget.  I’m not sure if it’s available on
places like iTunes or Amazon.  What we’re going to do right now is play the studio recording of "The
Streets Where I Live."  Ladies and gentlemen, there’s also a video that supports this, which is just a
first-class video, on YouTube.  I’m going to tell you the name of the song, everybody.  Write it down.  It’s
called “The Streets Where I Live.”  This is a remarkable - and right now I’m going to call it a bootleg -
recording by Donna Mogavero about her hometown of Columbus, Ohio.  [After the song plays on the
air.]  Man, that is a great song.  Donna, I’m telling you right now, I’m a songwriter, too.  I wish I wrote
that song.
Donna Mogavero:  I say that about a lot of songs.

Pat McLoughlin:  Well, me, too.  You should be very proud of how they’re using your song and what you
came up with.

2/9/2016  Donna Mogavero
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Pat McLoughlin:   You know, that we just played, “Sing Me That Rock And Roll.” You touch a lot of mental
nerves in my mind.  You reference the Byrds and others in there.  Where’d you come up with that song?
And tell us a little about the Kansas City Jammers, which is the band you were a part of in those days.
Jasey Schnaars:  Wow.  Well, it’s funny.  I wish I had a good story to explain where that song came from.  It
just showed up.  I wanted to give a shout to the bands that had made a difference in my life coming up.
And that’s all I was trying to do.  I really had no agenda beyond that.

Pat McLoughlin:  It was just a personal salute?  You bring up the Beatles, of course, and the Byrds.  Those are
my two favorite acts.  The Everly Brothers are mentioned.  I always look at the “facts of music life” as the
“Byrds and the Beatles.”  You record that song in Columbus with the Kansas City Jammers and that song
takes off for you guys.
Jasey Schnaars:  Total surprise.

Pat McLoughlin:  And that’s a neat story that needs to be shared.
Jasey Schnaars:  Well what had happened was that the Jammers had been together for about three or
four years in Delaware and in Columbus.  Then the lead guitar player, Jeff Price, who was really the heart
and soul of that band in many ways, gets into graduate school.  He decided he wanted to be a
responsible adult so off he goes to the University of Pennsylvania and the drummer’s living in an
apartment with my wife and I.  The apartment’s tiny and he’s trying to get into medical school, so he’s
got every surface covered with flash cards with strange diseases, bones and things.  But I was

spending my time recording everyone’s record collection, because I was about to graduate and I
wanted to make sure I could hang on to as much music as I could.  In those days, the cheapest place
to get recording tape was Musicol Studios, because they used to use really good tape, use it once for
commercials, then bulk erase it and sell it cheap.

Pat McLoughlin:  Musicol was famous to this day for making 45’s.  They were a primo recording studio
located on Oakland Park.  Still there.
Jasey Schnaars:  So I went down there one day to get some more tape and I saw a thing on the bulletin
board saying that for some ridiculously low price, say $250, you could get four hours of studio time
and a pile of 45 rpm records.  I forget how may.  So I go home to Bob, the drummer for the Jammers,
and told him, “Dude, we’ve got to go to do this.”  And I had written “Sing Me That Rock And Roll” and
roll and we didn’t have another song.  So we got a friend of ours to do the flip side.  Off we go to
Columbus and as we’re recording this song, a young man named Robin Gulcher, who is a terrific
engineer, says, “You know, I can get this on Columbus radio.” And were like,“Get outta here.”  He
goes, “No, I can do that.”  So we said, “Look, if you wanna get it on the radio, knock yourself out, but
we’re not holding our breath.”  And, by God, he gets it on the radio and the thing takes off.  The next
thing we know we’re selling records to Federated department stores in several states, and on the
charts all over the place.  It was amazing!

2/16/2016  Jasey Schnaars
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Pat McLoughlin:  I want to get back to “Bad Girl.”  Tell us a little bit about that moment.  The mushroom just
popped. The bomb went off. What’s it like?  You’re in demand.  You’re all over the country now.
Liberty Deep Down:  Right.  Yeah, well, like we said earlier, “Bad Girl” is that song that kind of took us on
to more opportunities.  It didn’t necessarily go viral but it opened a lot of doors for us.  As we were talking
earlier about the Twitter promotion, that was the song we had linked when we were starting to really
work on our Twitter.  It was really cool.  It prompted us to want to write more songs and, obviously, form
an EP.   So that one has always been the ender and I think the fan favorite.  So that one sticks by us a lot.
Most likely if you walk up to an LDD fan and ask, “Hey, what’s the first song you ever heard by them?”
they might say, “Bad Girl.”  So it’s really been a cool journey with that song being our starter.

Pat McLoughlin:  As cool as a name as you guys have – I like that “LDD” – that you get out of your audience.
That chant is great!
Liberty Deep Down:  That’s one of the most, I want to say, rejuvenating feelings maybe.  I get chills when I
hear that, them chanting that, and then when I hear someone singing the words of our songs back to us, I
can’t think of any better feeling that that.  It gives me chills every time.  It’s incredible!

Pat McLoughlin:  Funny you should say that.  I know you’re not necessarily country fans, But Garth
Brooks, you should study just for his marketing skill sets.  He says the exact same thing.  He gets the
biggest rush when the audience is singing his lyrics back at him.
Liberty Deep down:  There’s nothing like that.

Pat McLoughlin:  I agree with you on that.  And getting your audience engaged, as I know you guys do, is
so much fun for the audience to be a part of and they have a great time.

2/16/2016  Liberty Deep Down
[Halen Bouhadana, Dominic Frissora, Noah
Bouhadana, Cam Becker (not pictured)]
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Chuck Gillespie:  Well, didn’t everybody have a garage band?

Pat McLoughlin:  Yes, including you!!
Chuck Gillespie:  Oh, yeah!  We were the British Rogues.  You know, I mean, how cool of a title is that?
The British Rogues in Cincinnati, Ohio. That’s where I grew up. I had madras pants.  Remember madras?
Had madras pants.  Also had a pair of like faux leather pants.  They probably were faux, otherwise they
would have cost too much.  And I ripped them out.  I never really got to wear those.  I had Beatle boots
that were cordovan-colored, lace-up-the-back, crushed leather Beatle boots, which I loved.  I bought
them at the House of Adam in Cincinnati where all the hip people bought their stuff on Vine Street.  And
then I had a Tom Jones shirt.  Remember with Tom Jones shirts with the big collar and the big puffy
sleeves?  I must have looked like a clown.  We were good.  We had a couple of battle-of-the-bands.  And
our biggest claim to fame, two claims to fames.  We opened for two acts who had national hits.  We
opened for the Musical Explosion (hums the ‘da-da-da-dah’ opening of “Little Bit O’ Soul”).  I’m sure your
band plays it.  And I’m sure your band also might play the Lemon Pipers.  We opened for the Lemon
Pipers.  The Music Explosion were from Marion and the Lemon Pipers were guys who had gone to Miami
University and were living in Green Hills.  What excited me about it was that both acts let me use their
professional PA systems, so I got to sing good that night - not sing through the PA of the lead guitar player.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you got the real first-class that night.  So I mean obviously at that time of your life music

was a big part of your high school days.  Did you follow that into college?
Chuck Gillespie:  No, actually.  No, I sang concert choir and things like that.  By the time I got to
college, 1969, things were definitely changing in our world.  I was one of the ones who changed with
it.  I went hippie for a while.  Even though I loved the music, I wasn’t doing it.  I was watching and
thinking, “What am I gonna do with my life?”  And I was studying broadcasting at Ohio State, when I
first came to Columbus.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you came here in 1969
Chuck Gillespie:  We rioted, of course, in 1970 and in 1971 because of my dalliance with my brethren,
my grades were going bad and I just quit.  Because I thought, “If I don’t get out of here and work, I
don’t know.  What’s gonna happen to the world?”  And that’s when I started in radio.  My brother
before me, 3 ½ years older, had been and became a real solid radio broadcaster and I kind thought,
“Gee, I’d like to be an actor.”  My mother had been an actor. But I need to make a living.  My practical
father said to have something to fall back on.  And so I bailed out of college and went to work in radio.
I had done an audition tape at Dennison University – and I still have it.  I think I sounded like Donald
Duck.  It was awful, terrible.  But I got the job.  My grandmother lived there and I lived with her for a
year and did radio in Maysville, Kentucky.

Pat McLoughlin:  So that was your first gig on radio.  How long were you there?
Chuck Gillespie:  One year.

2/23/2016  Chuck Gillespie
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Jose Madrigal:  If I may, I’ll tell you about a call for a session I got.  I got a call from a producer named Stan
Shulman.  Stan Shulman was big in the K-Tel ‘sound-a-like’ record albums.  Remember those?  In fact I’m
on so many of them, you can’t believe.  At any rate, he calls for a session, right.  I’m going, “Ok, who’s on
the session?”  He rattles off some people that I know that are local.  Gene Golden, keyboard player.  Ok, I
know who he is, plays in a local band.  Bobby Daniels is the drummer, I don’t know him.  Then he goes,
“Billy Cox.”  I’m going, “Billy Cox, Billy Cox, hmmm, Billy Cox.  Like in the bass player with Jimi Hendrix?”
Of course, you know my son’s name is James Marshall.  So, I’m like, “I’m there!  Say no more!”

Pat MacLoughlin:  So you worked with Billy Cox?
Jose Madrigal:  Now, to get to the good part.  We’re gonna do six tracks.  It’s a week-long session, doing
six tracks.  And we still don’t know why we’re doing this or what it’s for.  So we finish the tracks and Stan
calls us into a meeting and says, “Look, the artist really likes you and would like you to be his tour band,
so you guys think it over and let us know.”  Well . . .

Pat McLoughlin:  What was the tour band?
Jose Madrigal:  The artist that we did this for was playing Holiday Inns.  He was a one-hit wonder from the
late 60’s.  You know, my band Sweetheart was going and I had session work and the phone was ringing.  I
was thinking, “I don’t want to go do Holiday Inns,” so I said, “No.”  The artist was Kenny Rogers.

Pat McLoughlin:  Oh my.
Jose Madrigal:  We had recorded Kenny Rogers’ demo tracks that got him his first deal!

Pat McLoughlin:  Really?  Unbelievable!  Well, you mentioned Sweetheart, and that was band you were
with in Nashville.  And I just want to make sure people understood when you made that remark. A
pretty good band, by the way.  A great band.
Jose Madrigal:  Yeah, it was a good band. We were writing Beatles songs in the 70’s, so talk about
being behind the curve . . . (laughs).

3/8/2016  Jose Madrigal
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William Shkurti:  In the mid-sixties, one of the things I promised to do (as student body president)
was shake up the entertainment thing and bring in somebody that most of the students would
appreciate.  So I made an appointment with the head of Mershon, a guy by the name of Don
Horton, who was very respected in the industry.  And Mershon Auditorium was regarded as one of
the premier venues for really good artists back then.  They told us in orientation that you could
drop a pin in one corner of Mershon and hear from any of the seats.  But Mershon, as you might
imagine, didn’t have a lot of rock bands back then.  So I went in to meet with Horton.  He knew
what this was about.  He said, “You know, you guys can’t afford the Beatles,” and I said, “We
realize that, but we do have this student activity fee money and we want to bring in a mid-level
rock group that’s really popular, that’s much more contemporary than people like the Letterman,
that sort of thing.”  And he said, “Well, do you have anybody in mind?”  And I said, “Yeah.”  I had
done some research.  I had bought the Surrealistic Pillow (Jefferson Airplane) album.  It was a
great album.  And I didn’t want to get a one-shot artist that could do one song.  I wanted someone
who could entertain us for an hour and a half or whatever it was.  And that album was great.  So I
said, “We were thinking of the Jefferson Airplane.  That’s who we would like to bring in.”  And I’m
not sure he knew who they were.  What he said was, “Alright, let me check with the booking
agents and those people to see if they’re actually on tour then, if they’re going to be near
Columbus and if they’d come at a price you can afford. Come back in two weeks and we’ll see.”  So
I came back in two weeks.  He said, “I did check.  They are on tour.  What they want is a $5,000
guarantee and x-percent of the gate, whichever is more.”  And I said, “Well that fits within our
parameters.  We’re willing to do it.”  And he said, “They also told me about one other group that’s
gonna be touring, that you can have for half that price.”  And I said, “That’s interesting.  Who are
they?”  And he told me.  I had never heard of them.  I said, “Well, this is probably some old people
or some agent’s trying to foist off someone on us and I don’t want any part of it.  We’re gonna go
ahead with the Jefferson Airplane.”  So he said, “Fine.”  About a month later I’m sitting in my
apartment near campus and I’ve got WCOL on and they play this song that just grabs me from the
first introductory organ.  And I said, “Wow that s cool.”  And the DJ comes on after it’s over and
says. “That was Light My Fire” by the latest group from the west coast, The Doors.”  I’m going,
“The Doors?  That’s an unusual name.  Wait a minute . . . that’s who Horton told me was the other
group that we could have for half the price!”  So we could have had the Doors!  Then I said to
myself, “Hey, it was a good decision.  I’m not gonna beat myself up over this.”  And we got the
Airplane and they played.  The next issue is:  Are we gonna make money, lose money or break
even?  In fact , we sold out Mershon for that concert and we not only made enough money to
break even, but we made enough to give a dollar off to every student.  So, it was a great success.

3/29/2016  William Shkurti
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Matt Munhall:  One day I was playing piano at The Top Restaurant, in Columbus, Ohio.  I had just
got back from visiting with Brad Jones, in anticipation of making a record with him in Nashville.  I
drove back that day, had made the agreement with Brad, which was pretty exciting for me to
make a record with him.  Lot of respect  for him.  We had a plan.  I was going to make the record.  I
sit down at the piano at The Top, start playing, and a couple comes up and says, “Can you play ’At
Last?’  It’s our anniversary.”  I said, “Sure,” and I played ‘At Last.’  They ended up sitting at the
piano and they said, “You play a lot Bob Dylan songs.”  I said, “Yeah.”  He said, “Well, uh, you
know who Charlie Sexton (Bob Dylan’s long-time guitar player) is?”  I said (enthusiastically),
“Charlie Sexton”?  Yeah, I know who he is.  In fact, he would sound great on this record I’m making.
And I was just - it just popped out of my mouth.  So the guy says, “Well, I grew up with Charlie.”  I
said, “That’s pretty cool.”  He said, “I’ll show him your music.”  He was a real sweet guy from
Texas.  He came up here for a job.  Irish fellow.  Tom McCormick is his name.  And, so he sent my
music to his brother that night, who was actually seeing Charlie sometimes and the next day I got
an email from this guy’s brother saying, “I showed Charlie your music and he really likes it.  He
likes your songs, especially the one called ‘When I’m Gone’.  [Aside to Pat McLoughlin:  That was
the song we played earlier on your program.)  So I did some talking back and forth with this
gentleman in Texas who knew Charlie and after a few weeks I got a phone call from Charlie who
said, “Hey I heard you’re trying to get in touch with me.”  And I said, well, this is a shot in the dark,
but I would love it if you could play on my record.  He couldn’t have been kinder or more down to
earth and he even agreed to let me use his name, which at first he was a little hesitant about.

Pat McLoughlin:  You mean as a credit on the album?
Matt Munhall:   No, to help raise money to make the record, which I did on KickStarter.  He came
(to Nashville).  We had a wonderful time for about 48 hours.  The best part of the story is this:  I
was sort of encouraged by the fellow in Texas not to ask questions about Bob Dylan.  I said, “No
problem.”  We talked about Randy Newman for about an hour at dinner the first night.  We talked
about all kinds of things.  But we didn’t talk about Bob Dylan at all. Then, right about when we
were getting done, sitting on a picnic bench, he says, “Do you want to go to the show tonight?”
And I said, “What show?”  He said, “Bob’s playing here.”  I knew Bob was playing, but I didn’t want
to say.  It just so happened to be as Charlie finished on my record, Dylan was playing.  Why was
Charlie off the road with Dylan?  To get married and settle down in Austin.  So, at any rate, he’s off
the road with Dylan for the second time in 15 years or whatever it is.  Here I am going to a Bob
Dylan concert.  We go backstage.  Nobody’s drinking.  Everybody’s standing straight.  A lot of
cigarette smoking.  And I’m on the side of the stage and I’m nervous.  Charlie said, “Be my
shadow.”  We walk around.  Go to the tour bus.  He’s saying hello to Mavis Staples and saying
hello to Jack White, who’s been with us all evening.  This is bizarre, right?  This is like Twilight
Zone, in a good way.  I’m usually a loud person, talking a lot, but I’m not saying a word.  Finally,
Bob comes over to Charlie and says, “Watcha doin’ in Nashville, Charlie Sexton?  Aren't you
supposed to be breaking the glass (getting married)?”  And the next day, I took Charlie to the
airport and he was back in Bob Dylan’s band.  I’m writing a song about this and I know the chorus.
It goes, “St. Charlie’s right back in the army.  Three days ‘til Memphis, Tennessee.  Headin’ back to
Austin.  Gotta break it to the family.”

3/29/2016  Matt Munhall
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Tony Burlingame:  The Beatles have always figured into my playing.

Pat McLoughlin:  They obviously have inspired so many of us.  It’s still an incredible moment that we have
been alive to witness the Beatles.
Tony Burlingame:  Are you from Columbus?

Pat McGloughlin:  I am.  In fact, I grew up in Whitehall.
Tony Burlingame:  Do you remember Channel 10 had a show called “Schoolies?"  Carol Cheney was the
host.  It was a show just before the kids went off to school – a television show.  So in 1979 was my first TV
appearance with a couple of friends of mine, like a punk rock band.

Pat McLoughlin:  What was the name of that band?
Tony Burlingame:  Well, we wanted to call it "Genocide."  They made us change our name to “The Mitch
Barnes Experience."

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s a better name.
Tony Burlingame:  You can’t say "Genocide" at seven a.m. in front of a bunch of school kids.  But you know,
punk rock was just coming out of England.  You and I were talking a few minutes ago about Melody Maker
magazine.  I remember as a kid, the disco craze was at its peak and I couldn’t listen to that stuff so I’d go

to Little Professor bookstore.  I read Trouser Press and Melody Maker and was finding out about
Blondie, the Pretenders, the Cars, kind of the new wave thing.  So that’s about the time I hopped on
television, was in 1979.

Pat McLoughlin:  And you came out as a punk act?
Tony Burlingame:  Punk, yeah.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you stay in punk long?
Tony Burlingame:  Of course, you know I’m left-handed and I had the telecaster flipped around,
plugged into somebody’s borrowed amplifier – just a big noise.  If you waited until you were 80 you’d
never do it, so I jumped in with both feet first when I learned three chords.  That’s all I needed to know
to form a band.  Three chords.

4/5/2016  Tony Burlingame
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Pat McLoughlin:  How did the first recording that ends up on the Hillside LP, the legendary 1966 album of
Central Ohio bands and artists.  That’s how I first heard about you, as Terry Davidson & The Barracudas.  May
I ask how that comes about?
Terry Davidson:  Well, it was just neighborhood kids that were friends.  And, of course, again, as this story
is the same with 100,00 bands, the night the Beatles played,  the next day there were a gazillion bands.
And we were one of them.  The friends that I played basketball and stuff with, we just picked up guitars,
whatever we had around.  Our parents were thrilled that we were engaged in something like that.  They
were very supportive, both my mom and my dad.  My sister was a big Elvis fan.  She had Elvis stuff on her
wall and, of course, when the Beatles came out, that all came down and the Beatles went up.  We were
excited about it.  Then all of a sudden we got a couple of little gigs at the elementary school and got a
little bit of attention.  Then it was "Katie, bar the door."

Pat McLoughlin:  Once the girls see you with a guitar, the door’s open.  So you go to the Hillside Studio and
you cut a Tommy Roe cover named “Hooray for Hazel.”
Terry Davidson:  Right, we did a couple of songs.  Larry McKenzie was the guy’s name and he was a guitar
instructor at Whitey Lunzar’s Music Store.  They were getting the bands that they knew who came in and
out of the store to do this.  He invited us to come.  We did a couple of songs.  Actually, I remember now,
we played a Cream song, “SWALBR” and we did a Jimi Hendrix song.  I wish I still had those.  We did

“Foxey Lady”.  And  somehow the only one that ended up on the album was “Hooray for Hazel”  But,
you know,  I’ll take that.

Pat McLoughlin:  And what we’re gonna do - this is something that hasn’t been done in 40 or 50 years - is
give everybody at least a sampling of how you sounded.  And how old were you at this time?  Ten or
eleven?
Terry Davidson:  I think I was 11.

Pat McLoughlin:  And everyone’s playing their own instruments?
Terry Davidson:  Oh yeah.

[Pat plays “Hooray for Hazel” by Terry Davidson & The Gears, from the Hillside 1966 compilation vinyl
album.]

4/20/2016  Terry Davidson
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Pat McLoughlin:  So tell me a little bit about you, sir.  Where did you grow up?  Were you born in Central
Ohio?
Mike Wharton:  I was born in Columbus, right off 161, and by the time I was five, we moved up to
Delaware.  My dad was a Columbus police officer, retired from there.  He wanted to get us out of
Columbus before it got too busy, too crazy.  Moved to Delaware and by the time I was seven I showed a
really good interest in playing the drums and I’ve been with it ever since.

Pat McLoughlin:  Is your dad still with us?
Mike Wharton:  He sure is.  He just moved to South Carolina about a year and a half ago and I was just
down there last weekend to see him.

Pat McLoughlin:  OK, good.  Mr. Wharton, thanks for your public service, sir.  You’ll be listening, I’m sure,
and we do very much appreciate the firemen and the police officers and EMT’s.  Your dad saw some things
and probably so have you.
Mike Wharton:  Definitely.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you moved here in Delaware and you become a student of the Delaware market and so
on.  Were you encouraged to be in music by your dad and mom in those days?
Mike Wharton:  Yeah, you know, I really was.  My grandma, she encouraged.  My mom and dad did.  My

dad bought me my first drum kit.  They paid for drum lessons for almost a year before I really got bored
with how slow I was learning.  Back then you could spin a record, put some headphones on and I
would play along with it as best I could.  I just took it from there.

Pat McLoughlin:  How old were you when they bought you your first kit?
Mike Wharton:  You know I started beating on pots and pans and, believe it or not, Baskin-Robbins ice
cream tubs flipped upside down.  I thought that would be something good to play on.  I’d say I was
around ten or eleven when my dad bought me my first Ludwig blue sparkle kit.  I wish I still had it
today.

Pat McLoughlin:  I’m having this vision of you playing vanilla and strawberry and peach.  What flavor
were your cymbals?
Mike Wharton:  You know, I actually went to the trouble of drawing black dots on the bottoms of the
ice cream tubs.  Then I would proceed to beat ‘em up, break ‘em, and then we’d go back to
Baskin-Robbins and get a couple of more from the back of the store.

4/20/2016  The Divide
[Mike Wharton]
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Pat McLoughlin:  So you made a little bit of living (as a sponge diver)  but you eventually transitioned
initially to being a ventriloquist.  Do you still do any of that in your act, for fun or whatever?
Bertie Higgins:  No, I was just a young kid and I’d been to a ventriloquist show at a theater here in Tarpon
and the old man pressed me, so I built my own dummy and started doing ventriloquism at assemblies at
the junior high school and the Lions Club and all that.  Then I started stuttering.  So then the puppet was
stuttering and I was stuttering, too (laughing loudly).  That’s when I dropped out of that.  It was my first
experience on stage.

Pat McLoughlin:  But you took that rhythm and went to drums.
Bertie Higgins:  Yes, I did.  We had a band in high school, a little band playing all the sock hops and a lot of
the proms and those things.

Pat McLoughlin:  You took to a new level, though, because you end up connecting with a major artist of the
wonderful rock era of the mid-sixties, Tommy Roe.
Bertie Higgins:  What happened, we had a band called the Romans, We were very popular in the
Southeast and we did some touring in the Midwest, very popular.  Tommy was getting ready to go on tour
in England and the Beatles were just smoking hot.  He had already had some hits in England.  He came to
us at a show and spoke to us and we agreed to go and to add an ‘E’ in there to make it “Roemans.”  So
that’s how that all came to pass.  It was a Brian Epstein tour.

Pat McLoughlin:  But it’s amazing - you’re called the Romans and Tommy Roe approaches you.  It’s a
perfect name for him.
Bertie Higgins:  We had a great time.  And I was only about 18.  But then about that time I really had a
calling to write songs.  You know, my great-great-great grandfather is Goethe, the German poet who
wrote Faust.  And that’s how I got that, I guess, in my DNA.  It really swept over me and there it is,
man.  That’s when I started writing.

Pat McLoughlin:  Well, you were there for some of his (Tommy Roe's) major hits, though.  “Sheila” was
already an established hit.  But you came out with “Dizzy,” probably in that period time, and “Hooray
For Hazel”.
Bertie Higgins:  And the Roemans had their own string of single records with a label known as
ABC-Paramount.  And we had a string of moderate hits.

Pat McLoughlin:  Are those still available, Bertie?  Can we get a hold of those?
Bertie Higgins:  Yeah, you can go dig for R-O-E-M-A-N-S.

5/12/2016  Bertie Higgins
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Pat McLoughlin: You have this great little story you wanted to share before the break as you come to
Columbus.
Bob Piascik:  In the summer of 1980 I worked at King’s Dominion Amusement Park.  I played in a show
called “Rock Around The Clock.”  I played it 500 times. And then the next summer, in 1981, I worked at
King’s Island and I played in the country show but they also had the show “Rock Around The Clock” in the
indoor theater.  Of course, we knew all the other kids in the show and there was a girl from Cincinnati in
the show, who was named Susan Blevins, who was offered a job in Columbus, and she didn’t take it
immediately.  She said, “Well, I do a lot of studio work in Cincinnati and these guys at King’s Productions
have been very good to me.  I don’t want to back out on a commitment, so I’m going to sing for the
summer in this show, ‘Rock Around The Clock,’ and then I’m going to go to Columbus and join this great
band.”  So I just knew Susan peripherally, just as another live show performer, except that one day the
guitar player in their show gets sick and can’t make the show and they call over to my theater and they
say, “Can you come over and play ‘Rock Around The Clock’?”  And I said, “Sure.”  So I show up and they
say, “Well, here’s the costume.  We’re going to put the music on the stand here and don’t worry about
the choreography.  Don’t worry about any of the lines that you’re supposed to do for the band (there’s a
little feature with the band).  Just stand here and play the music.  Do the best you can and get us through
the day.”  Well, they don’t know that I’ve already done this show 500 times a year before.  So I take the
music off the stand and say, “We don’t need no stinking music,” and I launch into Chuck Berry and I do
the duck walk across the stage.  And they think that I’m just the best guitar player in the world.  So now

we get through the day and everyone says, “Oh man, that was terrific!  That was fantastic!”  We end
the summer and now Susan Blevins moves to Columbus and starts working with a group at the
Carousel with Mark Frye and Tommy Herman and a bunch of good players.  And I also move to
Columbus, just coincidently.  And I got to be good friends with some guys in my show, a drummer who
was an Ohio State student.  He says, “Why don’t you move to Columbus.  We’ll have a band together.”
I say, “Great,” and I move in September in the fall.  And Susan starts at the Quality Inn with Mark and
Tommy and those guys and I just play some gigs with my friend.  After a few months my thing kind of
breaks up and I’m kind of running out of money and I’m desperate.  I’m gonna move back home to
northeast Ohio if I don’t get something soon and just about that time the guitar player in Susan’s
band decides to leave - and this is one of the best jobs in town.  So now they’re holding auditions.  I
get word of the auditions.  My friend says, “You ought to try out for that.”  So I walk in the room to
audition and there’s Susan Blevins, who knows me from one day in Cincinnati.  She calls the other
guys together and she says, “You gotta hire this guy.  He’s fantastic!”

Pat McLoughlin:  And you join what is, in my opinion, a super band of talented people in Central Ohio.
Mark Frye, when we interviewed him, spoke of this.
Bob Piascik:  Absolutely, It was by far the best band I had ever played with in my life.  Mark was the
best bass player I ever played with and Tommy was a terrific musician and singer and taught me a
bunch about production and sound.

5/24/2016  Bob Piascik
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Pat McLoughlin:  Evan Baisden has been here all day telling us some fantastic stories.  And you’ve got
something now that just blows me away.  You’re gonna take the entire The British Invasion Band and some
of your fans to England.
Evan Baisden:  We are!

Pat McLoughlin:  Tell us about it.  This is fantastic!
Evan Baisden:  Yeah, on October fourth we are flying into Manchester, England, with at least fifty of our
fans, friends and anybody who wants to go with us.  We are doing a little show in Manchester at the
Manchester United Stadium, a ‘Welcome to England’ thing.  We then move quickly to Liverpool where we
go to the Casbah.  We’re going to get a tour of the Casbah by Pete Best’s brother.  Then we’re gonna play
a show at the Casbah, right in the same spot standing where the Beatles played.  The next night we play
a show at the Cavern Club.  The Cavern Club, on Matthews street in Liverpool.  Then we move on to
London where we spend a few days and we do a show at the Crawdaddy Club, which is the location
where the Rolling Stones played their first gig with their classic lineup with Brian jones.  All that in about
a week’s time!

Pat McLoughlin:  And you are setting this up through a tour company, I guess?
Evan Baisden:  We were approached by Prime Tours.  They knew about the band and they wanted to do
this.  And it’s really great.  We’re taking about fifty folks with us.  We’re going to Penny Lane, Strawberry

Fields . . .   We’re going to every major musical highlight in Liverpool and London, all of it.

Pat McLoughlin:  You had mentioned “Strawberry Fields.”  Can I talk a little bit about your musical
presentation?  For those who may not be Beatles aficionados, I’ve always been amazed by both
“Strawberry Fields” and “I Am A Walrus.”  And you are the first act I’ve ever seen try to do those songs
‘live’.  Stunning re-interpretation live on stage!  How did you ever master those two songs?  It’s
stunning!
Evan Baisden:  Well, the concept of the The British Invasion is we recreate the music as it was
originally recorded, so that’s why we have five guys in the band, because the Dave Clark Five had five;
the Hollies had five five; the Rolling Stones had five.  There were lots of bands like the Beatles, who
had four   But with five we can cover the keyboards, two guitars, and then I play maracas, claves, hand
claps and melodicas.  Anything that is on those original tracks, we play them just like they were
originally recorded.

Pat McLoughlin:  And you did it.  The Beatles never did play those songs ‘live’, so I was shocked when I
saw you take it on.  And you pull it off, just like I listened to on the “Magical Mystery Tour” album.

6/7/2016  Evan Baisden
[The British Invasion]
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Pat McLoughlin:  Back to your mandolin player – that gentleman is very, very good.  That looks like a tedious
instrument.
Tom Krouse:  Yeah, it does.  Tiny little strings.

Pat McLoughlin:  Oh gosh, yeah.
Tom Krouse:  He has tiny fingers.  We call him “Tiny Fingers,” as of today (laughing loudly).
Jamie Davis:  As of right now (laughing).

Pat McLoughlin:  Congratulations, I just threw you under the bus (laughing)
Tom Krouse:  The Grassinine bus just ran over another one (laughs)!

Pat McLoughlin:  You guy do “Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard.”
Tom Krouse:  Yeah, that was a weird night (laughs).
Jamie Davis:  That happened at a rehearsal by accident.
Tom Krouse:  It was a late rehearsal.  Anyway . . .

Pat McLoughlin:  So let me talk a little bit about . . . Obviously, everyone who plays music typically is trying
to make a buck or two.  We don’t make too many, I will say.  But you guys do a lot of charitable efforts for
people.  May I ask you to expand on that and I’ll salute you in advance for that.  Everybody, what you’re

about to hear is pretty impressive.
Tom Krouse:  Yeah, we don’t, by and large, aside from some musicians that we bring in (professional
musicians), we take all the proceeds that we get from our fees or recordings or merchandise sales
and give it back to charities.

Pat McLoughlin:  There’s more than one charity . . .
Tom Krouse:  Oh yeah, gosh, probably 20 over the last 10 years.  Probably close to almost $50,000
that we’ve given back into the Central Ohio community.

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s fantastic.  Was that a hard sell to your bandmates?
Tom Krouse:  No, not at all.  It wasn’t.  We’re all professional people.  There might have been one
moment or two when one or more of us were going through a divorce (laughing) that one or more of us
said, “You know it might be nice to . . .  but then, Nah . . .”  We’ve got to give half of it away anyway
(laughing again).

Pat McLoughlin:  So I mean that’s really something that you’re that generous and again I wanted to make
sure this was brought up as part of the presentation.  I’m sure that when you do a P-and-L at the end of
the year that you don’t have anything to show (laughing).
Tom Krouse:  No, fairly simple statements (laughing).

6/21/2016  Grassinine
[Tom Krouse, Jamie Davis]
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Pat McLoughlin:  Bob, you said something earlier, a beautiful quote.  You said that back when you were
young, buying an album was a big event, so you had that appreciation as an artist coming into Stadium 11.
So you guys understand that.  And your follow-up line was that it had a purpose, some kind of emotional
attachment.  Then you said, “It’s visual.”  Would you mind expanding on that thought process?
Bob Mains:  I think, again, I’ll give you an example.  Before I even knew who Rush was, for example, I came
across the “All The World’s A Stage” album from Rush.  And just that catch, that visual catch – part of
buying the album was actually seeing the artwork and all of the stuff around it because it helped not only
tell the story of the album but it brought that experience more holistically as a listener.

Pat McLoughlin:  You have the same approach, I assume, James?
James Paat:  Yeah, you know what’s great about what we do is that after the shows, people come up to
us and tell us that we bring them back to when they were young listening to the albums and that we bring
them back to the same place.  That’s exactly what we want to do.

Pat McLoughlin:  Your reproduction is so close to the original presentation.  But I also admire the fact that
you use something like a visual term.  Few artists get this, but you do.  Almost anybody you speak to, when
asked what did you  do last night, will say, “I saw a band. "  Not heard a band, but saw a band.   It’s a visual
experience more than it is an audio experience.  But you added one more thing.  You said you saw it as a
theme.  That to me is very important.

Bob Mains:  When we look back and really think about themes, the bands back then, when you were
buying albums - every album, every recording, all the super groups that we loved and try to emulate -
every album had a theme and it had a life of its own.  You don’t see that much in music today.  We
miss that element of those super-groups like Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin, all those bands.  Every
album really meant something.

Pat McLoughlin:  It certainly did to me growing up.  There’s no question.  The best albums, in my mind,
even in the sixties, had that sense, literally going back to the early Beatles albums.  Even those guys had
that figured out.  You would think that most of us would have figured that out.  It’s missed.  It’s
absolutely missed.

6/21/2016  Stadium 11
[James Paat and Bob Mains]
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Pat McLoughlin:  This band went all the way to Japan.  This is incredible.  I don’t think people realize what
you’ve done for the military.
Hollis Jae:   Yeah, we did a USO tour back in April of 2008.  We were gone over there basically a month and
traveled all through Japan and some islands I can’t even pronounce that really aren’t that big. Maybe as
big as your local mall.  The planes landing . . .

Pat McLoughlin:  That would make me nervous
Hollis Jae:  Man, I was nervous.  Some of those planes . . .
Lejuan Townsel:  That would make me nervous, too
Hollis Jae:  I think we were over there and took about, I would say, about a good 15 flights in 22 days.

Pat McLoughlin:  But, the military, I’m sure they were thrilled to have somebody from home coming to
play.
Hollis Jae:  It was great.  The name that we had at that time (Lt. Dan’s New Legs) was a good marketing
tool as well.  We went over there with the same idea – be upbeat and get everybody dancing.

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s not a great lifestyle over there.  Obviously, anything could happen, so if you can
distract them for a few hours, that’s great.
Hollis Jae:  It gave us some other things to think about, too.

Pat McLoughlin:  Even back domestically, your band is traveling everywhere.  When we first tried to set
this up, you were doing a show for the Cleveland Cavaliers.  We had to reschedule because you guys
were in Chicago.  Talk about the road.
Lejuan Townsel:  It can be rough, but I wouldn’t trade it for the world.  It’s an experience.  We love it.
Of course, us being together as much as we are, it’s family, so we do fight.  But we make up and keep
going.

Pat McLoughlin:  I don’t think people who are not in bands, realize that it is the closest thing to family,
other than family.  The fact that you’ve kept this thing going for 12, 13, 14 years  . . .  That’s really
something!
Hollis Jae:  That’s unbelievable to me

Pat McLoughlin:  I just mentioned Chicago.  How far south have you gone?
Hollis Jae:  We went to Jacksonville, Florida. Actually, we went there for a New Year’s eve show, for
Jim Furyk, a pro golfer.  It was his New Year’s Party.  I guess he had seen us.  We did the Memorial
tournament and he had seen us at the Bogey Inn here and liked us.

6/28/2016  LDNL [Lt. Dan's New
Legs]
[Hollis Jae and Lejuan Townsel]
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Pat McLoughlin:  She (Jim Doycheff’s mother) was probably behind you more than most parents?
Jim Doycheff:  The Soul Sextet was my first group.  She let us practice in the basement and she would
come down and listen to the band.  We were just a typical garage band in 1966.  Got started by a good
friend of mine, Bobby Saint.  It was a wonderful experience.  I was with them for the first two years of my
career, playing teen parties, pool parties, things like that.

Pat McLoughlin:  But you wandered into Valley Dale?
Jim Doycheff:  The Valley Dale thing, yeah, that started happening.  The next band I was in was called the
Metronomes, out of West Jefferson.  We played Valley Dale a lot, Including Dance Party, Jerry Rasor’s
Dance Party.

Pat McLoughlin:  Tell us a little bit about that era so future generations can know what was going on then.
Jim Doycheff:  Well, it was pretty exciting.  Valley Dale had Sunday afternoon dances.  They had 'battles of
the bands' - all the teen bands.  A lot of the musicians that were in those teen bands are still playing
today.  Too many to name here, but it was the beginning.  It was a great era for music in that sixties
period.  Just was exciting.  It was exciting because it was all so new.

Pat McLoughlin:  It really was.  It was such an experience just  to be a part of that particular small piece
of time.  Such a great thing.  You mentioned the garage bands – people may not even know that there
were bands playing, just like yours, playing in driveways.
Jim Doycheff:  They were in the garage.  They were in the basement.  They were in the backyard.
That’s exactly how it got started.

Pat McLoughlin:  The Valley Dale was a huge step up for those acts to leave the garage and to be able to
be exposed to that . . .
Jim Doycheff:  That was the big time back then.

Pat McLoughlin:  So you were there with the Metronomes many times and Jerry Rasor’s parties were
huge.  Did you make it on to the TV show?
Jim Doycheff:  Oh yeah, we played on Dance Party many times in 1968.  We traveled with Jerry a few
times, not a lot, and did some shows around Central Ohio.  Yeah, that was a great  period.  He was a
very nice man.  A lot of opportunities came our way because of him.  A very class guy.  He was the local
Dick Clark.

7/5/2016   Jim Doycheff
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Pat McLoughlin:  Did your family have a musical background?
Kelly Ryan:  No, not really.  As a matter of fact, being in the DJ and karaoke business for 15 or 20 years
now, basically they’ve kind of followed suit with me.  They’ve come out to shows and started singing.  No
vocal training.  I never even sung in choir in school or anything, I just listened to music and kind of sang
along in the car.  The person I give a lot of credit to is my one friend, Rick Perry, who also sings and
song-writes.  Just singing on his couch, kicking back a couple of beers - it just sounded kind of cool and the
next thing I know I’m singing along.

Pat McLoughlin:  And you developed that voice completely on your own?
Kelly Ryan:  Just doing my own thing.

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s a blessing.  I don’t know where you got that soulful voice.
Kelly Ryan:  I just love what I do, man.  And I think I can speak for both of us in this aspect – we feel what
we do and we really feed off one another.

Pat McLoughlin:  It’s obvious, very obvious.  That segues into, how did the two of you cross paths?
Kelly Ryan:  Well, the karaoke is kind of how we met up.  I actually worked with his wife for about 10
years, professionally.  And then he came out to a few karaoke shows and we intertwined and talked.

Actually we’ve been talking about hooking up and doing this for about forever.  It just finally came to
fruition.  Around about 2014 or 2015 we finally sat down and put some feet to it and finally made it
happen.  We played our first gig in January of 2015 and it’s taken off since then.  What a wild ride and
we’re just having fun.

Pat McLoughlin:  did you go to the karaoke with your guitar?
Kevin Blankenship:  No.  I just came in to have some fun.
Kelly Ryan:  I had no earthly idea he could play like he could until later.

Pat McLoughlin:  What a discovery that turns out to be!
Kelly Ryan:  You ain’t lyin’.

7/26/2016  Double K Acoustic
[Kelly Ryan and Kevin Blankenship]
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Pat McLoughlin:  Talking about the Edicates in 1966 . .
Mike Finks:  They (the Edicates) said, “You’re hired.  If you want the job, you’re our keyboard player.”  So
that started that off in 1966.

Pat McLoughlin:  And the Edicates really become a big name in Columbus, Ohio.
Mike Finks:  We did.  It took off a little slow, but we eventually got some sock hops.  The big break came
when we answered an audition call at Channel 4.  Back in the day, WLW-C (Channel 4) used to have a
show called Dance Party.  A lot of people remember Jerry Rasor.  We got the call for an audition.  So you
go up there early on a Saturday morning and you go in the other studio where they’re not doing Dance
Party – actually, no, it was in the afternoon, after the shoot. You set up all your stuff and you go through a
couple of songs and they say, “We'll get back to you.”  Well, they did.  Larry Leese, who was the
director-producer of the show and Dick Murgatroyd, who later went on down to WLW-T (Cincinnati) and
worked on the Bob Braun show . . . anyway, Larry and Dick were doing Dance Party at the time, they
called us and said, “We want you to come on the show.”  And that was our first big break.

Pat McLoughlin:  And you guys were the house band at some point time?
Mike Finks:  We got quite a few bookings on there.  They really didn’t have a house band, but we played
on there quite a bit in those in those two and three years, from 1966 to 1969, when I was with the band.

And then in the summer they did a show named “Splash Party.”  And that was taped.  That was in the
summer.  They did Dance Party where they saluted a high school every week and then came
summertime they would do a show called “Splash Party.”  They would record that during the week in
the afternoon at the Olentangy Inn pool on Olentangy Road.  So they would record that for the
summer.  If you remember Paul Revere’s “Where the Action is,” that summer show, this was Channel
4’s Dance Party version of that.  So between Dance Party and that, we started doing some socks hops
with Jerry Rasor, going throughout Central Ohio, as far as there viewing audience was to get some PR
and that sort of thing.  It really kicked off.

Pat McLoughlin:  And that did not hurt.  You get that type of TV, there’s only three channels in those
days.  All the kids were watching Dance Party on Saturdays, including me.   And there are the Edicates, at
least once every month on TV.  What great exposure!
Mike Finks:  It really kicked it all off.

7/26/2016  Mike Finks and Hot Pursuit
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Pat McLoughlin:  You’ve just heard a song from my very very special guest who is in the house, Jesse Henry.
We just heard a song called “The Ballad of John Dillinger,” from the first album of the Spikedrivers, a
self-title album.  What a good song!  Where’d you come up with that one?
Jesse Henry:  Well, John Dillinger is a very unique historical figure  in my book, robbing banks in the
depression.  He robbed 13 banks and one of them happened to be in the town that I grew up in, Bluffton,
Ohio.

Pat McLoughlin:  Oh, I didn’t know that.
Yeah.  So I had heard stories of that.  That was the biggest piece of history in Bluffton - overall history, you
know.  Then he went down to Lima and stole a bunch of guns out of the prison and then went on his other
sprees.  I found that fascinating.  I did some research on him.  Like other people who delve into history,
you have to tell the story in a couple of verses.  I just thought it was pretty interesting.

Pat McLoughlin:  Great Cut
Jesse Henry:  Thanks.

Pat McLoughlin:  And that was the debut album of the Spikedrivers?  That was one heck of a lineup on that
album.  I assume that lineup stayed together?
Jesse Henry:  Yeah, for the most part.  It’s a different guitar player, but everything else is the same.

Pat McLoughlin:  You met your percussionist at Capital?  Was he an instructor or a student?
Jesse Henry:  He was a student, Nathan Anders, an amazing drummer.  He has made instruments,
actually -  vibraphones.  He’s part of this group named the Royal Tycoons.  He plays vibraphones in
that group.

Pat McLoughlin:  You’re in that group?
Jesse Henry:  Yeah.  And then also Megan Palmer.  Love her.  Met her at Capital.  She’s the fiddle
player and another singer and songwriter for the Spikedrivers.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you write almost all of the material for the Spikedrivers or is it shared?
Jesse Henry:  And Megan usually writes one or two per record.

8/2/2016  Jesse Henry
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Pat McLoughlin:  Guys, when we were going to break we were talking about the host of Dance Party.  Jerry
Rasor was as class an act, in my opinion, as was on television at that time and he was adding so much
credibility to the local music scene because of that classiness.  Bruce, you were back stage a lot, because
you had the Bruce Nutt Dancers in those days.  Describe the Bruce Nutt Dancers.
Bruce Nutt:  (laughing) They were fantastic, of course!  What was exciting about the Bruce Nutt Dancers is
that everybody that was in the group, they basically came out of Dance Party.  They sort of auditioned for
me because I could see them dancing on the show.  So everybody that was in the dance group at one
point in time had been dancing on the show and then we took that one step further and they became
part of the Bruce Nutt Dancers group.

Pat McLoughlin:  May I jump in for a second?  A lot of people listening may not recognize or remember that
they would bring high school kids in and they would actually dance on the show.
Bruce Nutt:  It was hard to get a ticket, if you guys remember (these guys were all in bands).  First of all
they had a certain number of tickets they would give to the high school that was featured that week.  I
don’t know if you guys remember that Jerry Rasor had a secretary who would send out the tickets.  A lot
of the Dance Party was sponsored by BBF (Bruce sings “Everybody’s going to the BBF.”)

Pat McLoughlin:  Burger Boy Food-O-Rama, right?
Bruce Nutt:  Yeah, the 'Whirling Satellite.'

Jim Lynch:  (laughing) One time I saw the Dantes on Dance Party and Workman got that “da-da
ba-da-bop-bop” of the BBF theme into a song that the Dantes were playing ‘live’ on Dance Party that
day.  I just about died laughing.

Pat McLoughlin:  That was the Borden’s fast food venture.
Bruce Nutt:  Also, if you were lucky enough to get in the dance contest and you actually happened to
win, they would give you certificates.  You could go and get yourself a sandwich or milk shake or
whatever over at BBF.  A good thing.  Jerry Rasor, you’re exactly right.  He was a class act.  Way before
Dance Party he was on Columbus television hosting variety shows in the morning.  He was singing.  He
had worked with Columbus television personalities like Sally Flowers and Gene Fullen.  Gene Fullen,
of course, had the first teen show called “Teen Time” back in the day with a guy named 'Paisan', who
was Dick DePalma.

8/16/2016  Dance Party 2016
[Jim Lynch, Bruce Nutt, Jeff Johnson, Ron Hilditch]
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Pat McLoughlin:  Welcome back to Local Lix.  On the phone and what you have just heard is our
very special guest calling from Georgia, a Nashville recording artist by the name of Derek
Andrew.  And you’ve just heard a song named “Say Goodbye,” which is another release off his
self-titled EP.  You know, that’s a nice soft song you’ve got there, my friend.  How did you come
up with that one?
Derek Andrew:  The goal after “All This Time” was to take and not be pigeon-holed into
anything and, so we sat down, and said, “How can I express myself as an artist by not being
just one specific thing?”  And so we said, well, “Let’s write a slow song.”  This song came
about by me and a good buddy of mine named Craig Wilson and Jay Cook sitting down in the
studio, actually, and writing the hook for this.  He said, “How do couples actually say
good-bye without actually saying good-bye?”  So we started naming all these things, like “I
keep my ring in my coat pocket ,” “She reads her momma’s bible but she don’t pray for us,”
and so it’s really a deep song.  I’ve had a lot of great feedback for it, with people telling me,
“That song really spoke to me,” so I think we might have hit the nail on the head with that
one

Pat McLoughlin:  Oh, Yeah.  I agree.  You almost took the phrase out of my mouth.  It’s a song
that I think a lot of people have had, at some point in their life, that same experience and
you’re sort of reminding them of it.  That’s a good thing, if you’re a songwriter.
Derek Andrew:  Yeah, you’ve got to get to the personal level with people.

8/23/2016  Derek Andrew
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Pat McLoughlin:  You’ve got a story about the Kinks?
Eric Moore:  Yeah, John always tells this story.  It’s kinda funny.  We’re out in Los Angeles, on Elektra
Records, as the Capital City Rockets, just having a ball.  We’re just a bunch of hillbillies from Central Ohio
and we’re out there living this life.  And we get booked at the Whiskey a Go go.  That was special.  I played
there with the Godz, the Capital City Rockets.  I used to hang out there.  But the first time we played there
was a big deal.  I stood out on a corner and just looked up at the sign, “Whiskey a Go Go, Capital City
Rockets.”  I was in heaven.  We get there and we set up our gear.  The show that night was great and we
were rockin’.  Lo and behold, being it’s the Whiskey a Go Go, in walks a half dozen people, the guys in the
band and a roadie or a manager.  It was the Kinks!  And we’re excited, “That’s the Kinks!"  And they had a
bottle of wine at their table.  And Jamie Lyons, of ”Little Bit O’ Soul”  fame, he’s up there going, “Hey
whatever they’re drinking, well buy it for them.”  And we just thought, what’s that gonna be, fifty or
seventy-five bucks?.  It was like a hundred dollars a bottle for that wine!!.  And they went through like six
of them real quick.  They were like, “These guys are buying this stuff?  Ok, great!”  They had a good time.
We actually played the Whiskey a Go Go and ended up owing the Whiskey money.  Before we could
leave, we had to give them two-hundred bucks.

Pat McLoughlin:  You didn’t make any money that night.  I’m just doing the math.  That was the
mid-seventies.  You realize a six-hundred-dollar tab in that day is probably about a three-thousand dollar
bar tab today.
Eric Moore:  Back then, you could headline the Whiskey a Go Go and get five or six-hundred bucks.  If
your record’s doing good and you’re on the road, doing colleges and stuff, it was a thousand or
twelve-hundred back then, but that covered hotel and gas.  Everyone in the band was making a couple
of hundred a week.  That was hard-working white man money, you know?  And it worked.

9/6/2016  Eric Moore
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Tony Monaco speaking of his childhood introduction to the music of Jimmy Smith and the record that
captivated him:
Tony Monaco:  The whole side of the first side was one song.  It was called “The Sermon” -   Jimmy Smith’s
“The Sermon.”  And I was baptized by the end of that.  That was it.  I knew it.  I kept staring at those long
black fingers on the cover.  And the sound . . . I was mystified.  But I understood it.  I didn’t understand the
chord changes.  I didn’t understand the movements.  But I understood the groove.  And so from then on
I’ve been doing this.  I finally got a chance to do this 100% when I reached a point where somebody
legitimized me.

Pat McLoughlin: You actually wrote to him (Jimmy Smith).
Tony Monaco:  Yeah, so I started recording Jimmy Smith songs on the accordion (laughs loudly)and
sending cassette tapes and photographs to Jimmy Smith, "attention Mojo Records," at this address on
the back of this record that I found, that happened to be his supper club in LA.  So Jimmy Smith’s wife,
Lola, and her son, Michael, and Jimmy are receiving these letters and cassette tapes of me playing
terribly (laughs again).  Didn’t sound anything like an organ on the accordion (laughs) botching everything
up.  But I kept sending them.  And, coincidentally, on my 16th birthday he called.  It was in the middle of

the night.  He was in LA.  I was sleeping.  My father woke me up, “Gotta come to the phone.”  And I
came to the phone and there was this raspy voice, “Tony Monaco?.”  Man, I freaked out.  I knew it was
Jimmy Smith.  I never saw pictures of him other than what was on the records, but I listened to the
grunts in between the licks and in the licks.  I knew Jimmy Smith from that, from the ears to the soul.
So when he said that, it was like God.  And he told me two things.  “You play too many notes.”  He
wasn’t real kind, but he wasn’t mean.  He was just serious.  “You gotta learn how to play the right
chords.”  It was with love that he was saying this.  I don’t remember the rest.  I’m sure I kind of
blacked out.  I don’t remember any of the rest.  But here’s the thing:  That lesson that he gave me is
the lesson that I take every time I play.

Pat McLoughlin:  You don’t play as many notes?
Tony Monaco:  Well, what he really meant by that . . . it took me 49 years to know what that meant.
I’m still trying to figure out what that meant, but I think I have a pretty good idea.  It’s not just to play
random notes because it’s time to play a solo.  It’s to play the notes that belong to the heart.

9/6/2016  Tony Monaco
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Pat McLoughlin:  Al, that vocalist (on the previous song, introducing band member Al Roop as ‘Catfish’ Al
Roop) didn’t actually say who he was, but that vocalist you heard, was Willie Pooch.  And you have just
joined the third segment of our very special interview with, as it turns out, ‘Catfish’ Al Roop.  I don’t know
where that name came from, but you’ll tell us in just a second.  Al, where did the name ‘Catfish’ come
from?
Al Roop:  Well, one day at Buckeye Lake he (Willie Pooch) said when he saw me smiling, he said I just
looked like a catfish.  And it stuck.

Pat McLoughlin:  Maybe you played for scale.  Ohhh, sorry everybody (Al Roop taps ‘ba-da-bump’).  Man,
the room is booing me.  In all seriousness, a pretty cool nickname.
Al Roop:  Pooch was one of the greatest guys I ever met in my life and I never would have dreamed that
our relationship through music would go on to the point that it did.  We had fun.  We had many years.
Willie was known for being the bass player with the great Albert King band for many years.  I’ve got a
picture of him in my office in 1967 with him and Chuck Berry.  One of the great moments was when we
played the Polaris Amphitheater.  On the bill was Jimmy Vaughn, the Fabulous Thunderbirds, Joe Cocker ,
Buddy Guy and Pooch.  Yeah, we got to sit back stage with Buddy Guy.  Him and  Willie were friends from
way back in the Albert King days.  We ate some chicken, pork chops and fried  potatoes and I think all the
Grand Marnier they had and just reminisced.  Listening to those two  reminisce . . .

Pat McLoughlin:  What company to be sitting with!  Oh, my Lord.
Al Roop:  How do you beat that?

Pat McLoughlin:  You know, we’ve lost Willie, a terribly sad thing to happen.  You’ve been with him
probably longer than any musician.  Do you mind describing to this audience what Willie Pooch meant
to Central Ohio music?
Al Roop:  He was inducted into the Columbus Senior Musicians Hall of Fame.  There is nobody better in
the music and blues world to represent the Midwest.  Columbus, Ohio, was so lucky they had Willie
here all of his life.  He wouldn’t leave town to do anything but be here.  He worked hard at Buckeye
Steel.  The first five or six years I knew him, I didn’t even know he had a day gig.  I had no idea.  I just
thought he always showed up for work in a purple suit or whatever.  Speaking of his suits, we played a
big party at Alum Creek Marina one year and they gave us a houseboat to stay on in the evening.  After
we got done doing this big barbecue, Willie gets up the next morning in a purple alligator silk suit with
a purple hat, purple shoes and purple socks.  About eight in the morning he steps off the houseboat
and there’s this old guy fishing.  Willie tips his hat and says, “Top of the morning to you,” and walks
down the dock.  Me and George McDonald, who was in the band, saw this old boy who was fishing look
back and say, “Damn, he looks like a lure.”

9/13/2016  Al Roop
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Jim Lynch:  Spittin’ Image broke up in 1983.  Oddly enough I had been with them I believe it was
about 3 years, 3 months, 33 days – it all ended up with threes.  I found that extremely weird.  But
after that happened, at the time, I decided to go to California and see what would go on out
there.

Pat McLoughlin:  And what you do is absolutely amazing.  You are now tied to Sam & Dave.  We’re
talking the Sam and Dave.
Jim Lynch:  I was lucky enough to get that job through a buddy of mine, Mark Foster, keyboard
player.  He was in the  Dick Mackey Band and the Jewels and things of that nature here in the
Central Ohio area.  And when he got out there (California), he ended up getting a job with the Sam
& Dave Review.  And oddly enough, the key players of that rhythm section were all from
Columbus: Mark Foster, myself, Gary Richwine, who I was in a band with back in the 60’s (played
bass with me) and a fellow who was from here in town but no longer with us, Mark Henderson.  He
had gone on his first job with me but we needed somebody that played our ‘Ohio kind of groove’
because they wanted the kind of feel we were giving them.

Pat McLoughlin:  Sam and Dave sort of have a parting of . . .
Jim Lynch:  Oh, that was an interesting day.

Pat McLoughlin:  When that happens, Sam Moore comes to you and tells you a couple of things that
are just stunning, knowing how much I like Sam Moore.
Jim Lynch:  Well, thank you.  I think Sam is one of the truly great American artists.  Always has
been.  Always will be.  Every time I hear his voice my body goes into complete chills, all the way up
and down.  I said to Sam, “I know we’re playing these tunes in a somewhat more modern vein.  If
you would like me to play these parts like Steve Cropper, who I have a great deal of respect for, I’d
be happy to do that.”  He said, “No, Jimmy, keep playing like you're playing.  I like you better than
Steve Cropper.”  And so then, a little later in the day, Sam and Dave get into an argument.  I had
heard that they were famous for getting into arguments, but that whole thing was formed out of
them being competition so I understand that.  Sam came to me and Dave walked off and Sam
said, “Dave’s no longer with us.”   He said, “From now on, Jim, you’re gonna do all of Dave’s vocal
parts.”  So I started singing with him and he said, “Listen everybody, he sings better than Dave.”
So in one day I get two killer compliments from one of the top guys around.  I was having trouble
walking on the ground after that.  I kind of felt like I was walking on air.

Pat McLoughlin:  And you were also one of two musical directors.
Jim Lynch:  The first one was Mark Foster, my friend who got me in.  When he left, I was tapped to
be the leader because he (Sam Moore) knew that I knew all the arrangements and I was singing
with him anyway.  They called me “Little Sam,” because we (Sam and I) just kind of hung around
each other quite tightly.

9/20/2016  Jim Lynch
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Pat McLoughlin:  Before we go back to some of the final acts, this is a great example of another way that
you’re picking up a few dollars to make a lifestyle.  The game has changed from the day when you and I were
growing up.  A full-time musician does all sorts of work, of which session playing is a part of your resume.
And that song is actually a guilty pleasure that you participated on because the gentleman who wrote that
song is our engineer here at Local Lix, Doug Tracy.  The song is called “Captain Jim (Follow The Line).”  Doug,
what was it like working with Mike on that project?
Doug Tracy:  It was a very magnanimous thing for him to do, to help me out on this project.  This project
was a song written to commemorate an Ohio Historical Marker for a fallen firefighter who died in a fire in
Toledo in 1894.  There is going to be a dedication ceremony in the summer of 2017 in downtown Toledo
to commemorate the event.  Hopefully this song will get played then.  So Mike walked in and basically
just said, “What do you want me to do?”  I asked him if he would give me a bass line on this song
and he said, “Sure.”  So he plugged in.  He played.  He got done and I said, “Is there anything you’d like to
correct or do you want to do it over?”  He just kind of looked at me and said, “No.  That’s it.”  So it was a
one-take shot, a one-take wonder.  And it was a superb track that fit what I was doing perfectly, exactly
what I was looking for.  That was a wonderful experience and I’ll be forever grateful to Mike for doing
that.

Pat McLoughlin:  A one-hit wonder, are you?
Mike Shoaf:  I was hungry.

Pat McLoughlin:  You walk into projects often and do things like that?
Mike Shoaf:  Yeah, that’s one of the reasons I get hired in bands and projects.  I just don’t waste time.

Pat McLoughlin:  The song will be coming out more actively next year.  You can find it on iTunes and
Amazon records right now.  And you can hear it on YouTube.  You can hear, of course, Doug’s guitar work
and Mike’s work on bass along with some other big artists in town.  That’s just something you do often,
Mike.  Pretty cool.
Mike Shoaf:  Yeah, I enjoy that.

9/20/2016  Mike Shoaf
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Pat McLoughlin:  You guys were out in California.  I don’t know if it was a convention – I need a little help
here -  but you start rubbing elbows with some of the more famous people and one of them, Rodney
Crowell, ends up being . . .
Molly Pauken:  Well, the CEO of Ernie Ball and Music Man, Sterling Ball, we became friends because we
met in Nashville at a NAMM show where Kay and Jonalee White and myself were playing for Taylor
Guitars at the  time.  We met Sterling at his Ernie Ball Music Man booth and he invited us out to his Casey
Lee Ball event, a celebrity golf outing, a fund raiser for polycystic kidney disease with the likes of Huey
Lewis and Bill Murray, just a lot of great people.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you interact with any of these folks?  Like Bill Murray?
Molly Pauken:  Oh yeah (laughs).  We were playing on stage and Kay was singing “Tell me Something
Good”, the Chaka Khan song, and she calls Bill Murray up on stage to sing along with us, which was just
hilarious.
Kay Harris:  He did the ‘lounge guy’ with me, from Saturday Night Live.  He was doing that roll.  I didn’t
actually call him up.  He was on stage in the back playing the air drums and then he ventured to the mic.
And I couldn’t stop smiling.  It was a wonderful experience to be able to perform with him.
Molly Pauken:  He was hilarious.  We took a lot of funny poses with him, a lot of pictures.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did you work with Huey Lewis, too?
Molly Pauken:  We did do some songs with him. We went to this event, we were invited three years in
a row.  So that was just such a great thing for Kay and I to experience.  Three years in a row we were
part of this all-star Ernie Ball party band.  And we played with John Bonamassa, Steve Lukather, Huey
Lewis, Glenn Hughes, Johnny Hiland, Rodney Crowell.  Then that’s when Sterling said to Rodney, “You
should take Molly on tour with you,.” and so I did do that for a while.  So that was a blast.

Pat McLoughlin:  I want to do a couple of things.  I want you to tell your bandmates how much we
appreciate what you two and they are doing.  Really good.  Very, very good.  Kay, I’ll tell you, I didn’t get
to see you sing until about two years – boy, what a singer!  (Molly Pauken:  "Yep, she’s the best!")  And
Molly, you are the best.  You’re the single, in my opinion, most talented person in Central Ohio.
Molly Pauken:  You are way too nice.  Thank you.

Pat:  I’m telling you the truth.  It’s really something to see Sirens and all the different projects you both
are involved in.

10/4/2016  Kay Harris and Molly Pauken
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Pat McLoughlin:  Did your dad play professionally around this area?
Willie Phoenix:  He played for a lot of parties, that type of thing, in Marion, Lima . . .  But he was also a city
worker.

Pat McLoughlin:  And he teaches you the early licks, if you will.
Willie Phoenix:  Yeah, chords and things of guitar.  I later found out it’s because he wanted someone to
back him up (laughs).  That’s what my mom told me.  It’s kind of like a running joke.

Pat McLoughlin:  We had talked in the lobby how your guitar style is so unique.  You play you’re guitar in a
way that I would play it as a right-hander, but you’re left handed.
Willie Phoenix:  I play it left-handed.  Flip it over.

Pat McLoughlin:  He must have been a genius to teach you how to manage that.
Willie Phoenix:  Well, my father at first was a bit frustrated and he said, “I can’t do this.”  But my mother
reminded him that, “Your father played the exact same way that Willie does.”

Pat McLoughlin:  Your dad’s birthday is today.
Willie Phoenix:  Happy birthday, Dad!

And so, out of respect and with your permission I’m going to ask if we can finish this first segment by
doing one of your dad’s recordings.  Everybody, this is the Reverend Willie Craig playing a song on blues
slide guitar that will blow you away.  You’ll see the immediate influences on my very special guest today
on Local Lix, Willie Phoenix.  [Plays “Blues Don’t Shake Me,” by Reverend Willie J. Craig.]

10/18/2016  Willie Phoenix
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Light (Stacie Boord):  I actually want to throw in a little bit about what these guys are talking about, the
writing.  One of the things I find so interesting, one of the things I love to brag about (and that’s what I get
to do, brag about these guys) is that they work in a very unique way,  because we are also the largest
resident theater company in America.  We have 45 full-time artists and we produce shows year-round
and many of the works they compose for are inspired by either a story that we are trying to tell or a piece
of art.  These guys do their homework.  Not only does it sounds good, but they’re really going in (for
instance, Bird), they go in and they find out what the artist’s intent was for this piece of work, what was
going on in the artist’s time.  You get a sense of that in the music, whether it’s a style that they’re
particularly going for or it’s the sound of a particular era.  I think that what makes the music so
compelling is that there are so many layers to it.  It’s not just musical, it’s also trying to convey a story or
a feeling or a social issue.  It starts a lot of conversations and it’s been incredibly powerful.

Pat McLoughlin:  And we’re going to be playing throughout this next hour a number of your cuts.  You’re
right about the term ‘layering’.  And I didn’t even know it went to the layers that you just described,
because just listening to the casual ear, I couldn’t believe what I was hearing.

Light (Stacie Boord):  And that’s the beautiful part of it - that you can just listen to it without any of
that history and just enjoy it for what it is but when you start getting the background and understand
what these guys were going for, it’s just so incredibly compelling and incredibly moving.

Pat McLoughlin:  It really is

10/25/2016  Light [Shadowbox]
[Gabriel Guyer, Matthew Hahn, Kevin Patrick Sweeney, Stacie Boord]
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Pat McLoughlin:   But the two of you (Hilda and her brother Clyde) do something that just knocks me out.
So we’re gonna go from the Ted Mack Hour (Clyde was once on that early television show at the age of 4)
and move ahead about a decade.  So by the mid to late 60’s one of the afternoon rock shows of the era was a
great show that Dick Clark put on.  It was on every afternoon. In Columbus it came on around 3:30.  It was
called “Where the Action Is.”  And just to prep the listeners who may not know that show, it was usually set
in some locale and the artist would come on and you might see them lip-syncing and, in some cases, you
might find them playing 'live.'  I couldn’t wait to get home to watch that show.  I loved that show.  And lo
and behold, you and your brother are on “Where the Action Is!”  Could you go into some detail as to how
that all comes about?
Hilda Doyle:  Well, that was an exciting time for us, both of us, obviously.  I was a senior in high school
and Clyde was already a freshman in college when we won the contest.  And the contest was like a talent
search, a regional one.  And you could vote, send in post cards or call in.  I think there were call-ins and
then there were judges.  So you had three ways you could win and it was my understanding that we won
all three of the things.  So the first prize was $1,000 – a lot of money back then.  You could buy a car with a
$1,000 back then!  And an appearance on the Dick Clark show, “Where the Action Is.”

Pat McLoughlin:  Did they fly you out there and put you up and pay for all that, too?  What a deal!  Do you
remember the songs you did?

Hilda Doyle:  I remember one of them right off the top of my head -  “High Heal Sneakers.”

Pat McLoughlin:  I think that is such an amazing experience.  Who were you on the show with?
Hilda Doyle:  We were on with Tommy Roe and Chris Montez.  Tommy Roe was (Hilda sings “Hey,
Sweet Pea, come on and dance with me . ..“ and Chris Montez’s big hit at that time was (Hilda sings
“The more I see you, the more I want you . . .”).

Pat McLoughling:  You know, you were rubbing some elbows with some big names of that era.
Hilda Doyle:  Yeah, that was kinda exciting.

Pat McLoughlin:  Do you have one memory that jumps out at you during the filming of that?
Hilda Doyle:  Yeah, the Gold Digger Dancers.  They were up on the bar.  We were on location at a place
called Tropico Goldmine and they put us on a bus with all these people and cameras.  We all went out
to this location.  And that’s the way they did it.  They spliced things from different locations.  And the
dancers were on top of the bar there in the saloon.  It was surreal!

11/1/2016  Hilda Doyle
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Pat McLoughlin:  Joe is going to tell what he feels is the very best concert experience ever - debatable
between the best show and the best Halloween show.  They’ll all be chiming in.  So, Joe, let’s get into this
amazing story.  And I can’t wait to see our engineer, Doug Tracy’s, face as you tell this story.
Joe Mellencamp:  Arguably, I think it was the greatest Halloween show we ever did.  It was at the Sarene
Lounge and Bentley fashioned himself to be an amateur magician, 'Bentley the Magnifico.'  He did a
bunch of really crummy tricks, a floating ball . . .  So the trick he was going to do was he was going to cut a
gentleman’s leg off and then re-attach it.  Now, you gotta understand, it’s Halloween.  I’m in a nurse’s
dress, Bentley is a magician.  Everybody’s dressed up.   And so this gentleman comes out of the audience,
but unbeknownst to the crowd, he’s a guy who was an amputee.  He’s missing one leg, but he had never
shown up at the club without his prosthesis.  He was always on crutches, so no one recognized him.  He
cut his hair, had on a suit.  No one really knew who he was, but he was a friend of ours.

So he comes up on stage and Bentley’s got a Skil saw and he’s cutting wood, so it’s obvious this is a
real saw.  This is a real deal.  We’ve got a sheet up and while Bentley is pretending to cut the guy’s leg off
behind the sheet, I’m throwing catsup all over the sheet.  It’s just gruesome.  So Bentley parades back
and forth, they remove the guy’s prosthetic leg while he’s laying there screaming.  Of course, everybody
thinks, “This is stupid.  It’s just an act.”

Then Bentley says, “I’m gonna re-attach his leg now.  Rick starts playing “There’s No Business
Like Show Business” on the keyboards and we drop the sheet.  The guy gets up and he only has one
leg.  He’s missing a leg.  And we’ve got blood all over him, blood all over everything.  It was disgusting.
And he looks at me and I go, “Well, that’s show business.”  And he goes, “You S.O.B.”   He starts
hopping around chasing after me – on one leg.  Finally he catches up to me and jumps on my back.  So
I’ve got a leg under one arm and a stump under the other and Rick is playing on the keyboard, “There’s
No Business Like Show Business.”  The reality of it – we had maybe 400 people in the club.  The place
is packed.  It’s Halloween.  It’s a big money night for the club.  And remember, we’re getting the door
and the bar is getting what they sell in liquor.  We get done with the set, the show is over and we
come back out for the next set, laughing about it, and there’s absolutely no one in the bar.  It was so
gross that it emptied the place.  We played the last set to no one.
Rick Austin:  I knew what was going on and even I was kinda disgusted.  But, boy, you see it, and it’s a
whole different ball game.  I bet we went through three gallons of catsup.  We’re throwing it
everywhere.  It was just awful.

Pat McLoughlin:  Brilliant (laughing uncontrollably).  I salute you guys!

11/15/2016  Pure Jam
[Eric Austin, Craig Austin, Bentley Austin, Joe Mellencamp]
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Pat McLoughlin:   You just heard another recording from our very entertaining and jovial group that’s in the
studio today, These Guys Live.  A lot of fun and extraordinarily talented.  Guys, I’ve got a question for you,
going back to the second segment there,  Michael (Kontras),  You were talking about your youthful days of
being on Dance Party, with the DuBonnets.  What I didn’t know, but learned during the break, was that
they were part of that Northland Battle of The Bands.  For historical purposes, could you recreate a little of
that story.  You guys did pretty well.
Michael Kontras:  Yeah, we came in second.  It was in 1967 and WCOL 1230-AM was the sponsor of the
battle.

Pat McLoughlin:  And, everybody, you should know that this was a major, major event of the day.
Michael Kontras:  Oh yeah, it was big time.  It was Coronet Recording, or somebody like that, who
recorded it.  All they did was stick two live microphones out in front of the band and that’s how they
recorded it.  There were no drum mics or individual amplifier mics or any of that kind of stuff.  We almost
came in first, by default.  The group that came in first, the Four O’clock Balloon, who absolutely deserved
to be first, almost got disqualified because one of the members, I believe the bass player, was actually a
union member, a card-carrying union member.

Pat McLoughlin:  And why was that important?
Michael Kontras:  This was supposed to be amateur bands only.  So if you were in the union you were
considered a professional musician.  But in the end they made the right choice and had them first.

Pat McLoughlin:  The Four O’clock Balloon was a really solid band in those days.  For you to run up
number two is pretty darn impressive.
Michael Kontras:  Yeah, it surprised us, to be honest with you.

Pat McLoughlin:  I know.  That’s really a great story and a great testimony.  I’m glad we got that on Local
Lix.

11/22/2016 These Guys Live
[Michael Kontras, Mike Keller, Matt Venus, Mike Doctor]
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Discussing her recording of “True Love,” her duet with her father, Dean Martin:
Deana Martin:  I was just going to say, I know you played “True Love,” my beautiful duet with my
dad . . .

Pat McLoughlin:  And, yes, you took the words right out of my mouth.  Please go on.
Dean Martin:  Well, you know what happened, my handsome husband, John (and I don’t know
how he did it), but he found the original Nelson Riddle arrangement of “True Love,” of course
written by Cole Porter, that my dad recorded.  So we went into the studio, re-recorded it with
fabulous musicians, so it was even better.  And then I went to Capitol Studios in Hollywood and I
held my dad’s chart that said “Dean” on it, that was written by Nelson Riddle.  I sat in my dad’s
chair in Studio A, used his microphone and I sang the duet with him.  And I couldn’t get through it
the first couple of times, because it was very very tough.

Pat McLoughlin:  Understandably.
Deana Martin:  Overwhelming to be there and do that.  And then I sang it.  I sang it a couple of
times.  And I went into the booth. John was my producer and Al Schmidt was the engineer.  He’s
the one (Al Schmidt) who put it together.  Now, he is the engineer who put together Natalie Cole
and Nat King Cole’s “Unforgettable.”  So he knew what he was doing and when I heard our voices
together I started to cry.  It was so beautiful.   My gosh!

Pat McLoughlin:  But you take it a step further.  You actually include that performance with your
dad in your live show and there is a video screen of him singing along with you.
Deana Martin:  You know, and all those beautiful photographs of growing up with him and, of
course, with our family, and great shots of him and Frank Sinatra, Sammy Davis Jr. and Shirley
MacLaine.  So it really goes through his life and my life and, to be able to sing “True Love” with my
dad is, it’s a little overwhelming.  Sometimes I can’t get through it.

Pat McLoughlin:  Well, I understand that.  It is the highlight of a remarkable show, in my personal
opinion.  It stood out in my mind.  It is so cool to see that whole moment come together.
Deana Martin:  To see his beautiful face and to hear that gorgeous voice and for me to be able to
sing with him, it’s a moment.   It’s an absolute moment, and my favorite moment in the show.

12/6/2016  Deana Martin
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Pat McLoughlin:    You’re gonna be amazed by all the artist that Sterling has worked with, worked or toured
with – all based initially out of Central Ohio.  You did have the Lowbrows  . . .
The Lowbrows, it was our first band in University High School, probably 1965.  Something like that.

Pat McLoughlin:  Was it a Byrds imitation band?
Sterling Smith:  Just rock and roll.  We didn’t really have harmonies as such, so we did a lot of stuff like
“Rock and Roll Music,” and the Dave Clark Five.  I mean “Rock and Roll Music” by Chuck Berry, and Beatles
songs . . . .

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s kind of your initial band, but all of a sudden you get the Grayps.
Yeah, as the Lowbrows evolved I eventually met the Grayps, who did have harmonies.  They were from
Whetstone High School here in town and they had harmonies and stuff already going.  And I went down to
hear them rehearse in their basement and they were singing, I think, “Doctor Robert,” or some Beatles
song that was just amazing - something you wouldn’t expect.  I never heard a local band do that kind of
stuff.  They didn’t have a keyboard player.  They wanted me to be in their band, so we did that.

Pat McLoughlin:  And so you leave the Lowbrows.
Sterling Smith:  Yeah, the Lowbrows were really sort of just hanging out.

Tommy Smith:  If I may add something about the Lowbrows.  Walter Shymkiw playing the bass and a
man named Skip Anderson played the drums.  And Skip could play any instrument.  He went on to
become Luther Vandross’ musical director.  So here’s this little band in U-High in 1965, and Skip went
out east and did Luther Vandross tours.
Sterling Smith:  Oh Yeah, Skip was a very talented guy.

Pat McLoughlin:  That’s incredible!  Of course, University High was a very unique school.  I don’t know if
anybody that I’ve ever met from that school isn’t intelligent.  I’m dead serious.
Sterling Smith:  There you go (laughs).  It was great.  It was the laboratory school for the OSU College of
Education that sadly was phased out in 1967 because the legislature felt that the research and stuff
going on there could be done better in the public schools - which meant they could save money.
That’s really what it was about.
Tommy Smith:  Just to put it in current day terms, University School was an alternative school.  It was
one of the first in the country and there were several around the country, I believe.  Our dad went
there also, and our brother, Phil.

Pat McLoughlin:  I didn’t realize the roots of the Lowbrows were so potent.

  12/6/2016  Sterling Smith
    [and brother Tommy Smith]
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Pat McLoughlin:  You (the listeners) are getting a very interesting and new side to John, which is why we’re
featuring his new album today.  It’s called “One More For The Road,” where he does a number of songs from
the catalog of Frank Sinatra in such a beautiful way.  But the song you just heard is not a Sinatra song.  It’s an
original that you and Delyn Christian wrote.  It’s called “Shoo Baby,” and it fits this album to a ‘T’.
John Schwab:  Thank you.

Pat McLoughlin:  What did you do to come up with this song, number one, as the writer?  I’m assuming the
two of you got down together and decided to write a ballad?
John Schwab:  Well, I was at a bar after a job one time and he came up and said, “Listen to this,” and he
started telling me the words to the chorus.  And I said, “You gotta let me write the music to this.”  And he
still can’t play it because the music’s so far out of his wheelhouse (laughing) – he takes a little pleasure
in saying he can’t play that song, I think.

Pat McLoughlin:  Did he have a vision of a ballad?
John Schwab:  No, no.  It was totally different from what he had in his head, but he loves it.  So, that was a
few years ago, but then right after I wrote it, Mark Frye from the Dozers and I went down and did a little
demo of it.   Then, when we were doing this album, I thought, “You know, that song fits in there,” so we
went ahead and cut it.

Pat McLoughlin:  I’m so glad you did.
John Schwab:  And then I had panic attack when I was getting ready to sing the songs.  I said, “What
kind of ego do I have here where I’m putting one of my original songs in with all these classic Sinatra
standards?”  So that day I went in to the studio and talked to the producer and the engineer.   I said,
“Am I nuts putting this song on the album?  Should I pull this song from the album?  What kind of
egomaniac am I thinking I can put an original with these?”  And they said, “Which one’s the original?
We thought they were all classics.”  So when I heard them say that I thought, “Well, I guess that’s
enough.”

Pat McLoughlin:  But you are getting airplay?
John Schwab:  Yes, we are getting some jazz station airplay with it, which is awesome.  I was down in
Florida last week and I heard it while I was down there.

Pat McLoughlin:  Now, that is a rush.  And they’re playing “Shoo Baby?”
John Schwab:  “Shoo Baby” is the one that seems to be the one they’re picking.  We’re not pushing
that on them, but it seems to be the unanimous choice.

12/6/2016  John Schwab
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